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ABSTRACT

Malignant mesothelioma (MM) is a deadly cancer arising from the mesothelium, and is associated with asbestos exposure, simian virus 40 (SV40) infection and genetic predisposition. The term asbestos identifies six commercially used mineral fibers. Crocidolite is ranked the most oncogenic mineral, but chrysotile accounts for >90% of asbestos used worldwide and its capacity to induce malignant mesothelioma is still debated. SV40 is a monkey DNA tumor virus and has been detected prevalently in a limited panel of human tumors: mesothelioma, bone and brain tumors, and lymphoma. These are the same tumor types that are specifically induced by SV40 when injected into hamsters, a finding that has raised concerns about the possible pathogenic role of SV40 in humans.

In this dissertation, we studied the possible tissue tropism of SV40 transformation, investigated the transforming potential of chrysotile, and explored the correlation of SV40 and chrysotile fiber in inducing human mesothelial cell (HM) transformation.

The apparent different cell tropism could be related to the virus (i.e., possibly to the number of 72 bp elements) and to differential expression of cellular genes, known to play a critical role in SV40-mediated transformation of human cells, such as p53, Notch-1 and c-Met. To test for possible differences in tissue tropism, we used two different SV40 isolates: archetypal SV40 (1ESV40), which contains one 72 bp element, and nonarchetypal SV40 (wtSV40), which contains two 72 bp elements, to infect primary HM and primary human astrocytes (Ast). Both viruses transformed astrocytes; but only wtSV40 transformed HM. These two viruses induced the intracellular signaling of c-Met and Notch-1 differently in HM and Ast cells. We also found that the viral production is positively correlated with p53 copy numbers in Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts and in human bone and brain tumor cell lines. Our results provide a biological rationale to the observation that 1ESV40 is prevalently detected in brain tumors and wtSV40 in mesothelioma.

We also compared the effects of crocidolite and chrysotile on survival, morphology, transcriptional activity and transformation of human mesothelial cells. Chrysotile and crocidolite exposures result in similar effects on human mesothelial cells. Morphological and molecular alterations suggestive of epithelial-mesenchymal transition, like E–cadherin down-regulation and β–catenin phosphorylation followed by nuclear translocation, were more evident in chrysotile-exposed cells. Microarray data suggest that a key regulator of the transcriptional alterations induced by fiber exposure is High-Mobility Group Box-1 protein (HMGB1). Both in vitro and in vivo, HMGB1 release induced by short-term exposure to high doses was sustained for crocidolite and transient for chrysotile. However, the prolonged exposure of mice to lower doses of chrysotile or crocidolite resulted in the increase of HMGB1 serum levels over time. These data support the
hypothesis that the bio-persistence of the two fibers differentially affects the transformation of mesothelial cells.

Finally, based on the evidence that crocidolite and SV40 have a co-stimulatory effect in inducing MM, we tested the hypothesis that chrysotile and SV40 are also cocarcinogens. The formation of flat foci suggested that chrysotile and SV40 are potential cocarcinogens.
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CHAPTER 1
Simian Virus 40, Asbestos and Malignant Mesothelioma

1.1 Introduction

Malignant mesothelioma (MM) is a highly aggressive and lethal cancer that causes more than 100,000 deaths per year worldwide [2]. The incidence of MM is continuously rising annually [3]. MM derives from the mesothelial cell linings of the serous membranes, including pleura, peritoneum and occasionally in the pericardial and tunica vaginalis cavities [4]. Prognosis for MM is generally poor due to late-stage diagnosis and resistance to current conventional therapies. Median survival remains about one year from diagnosis [4]. Epidemiological and experimental studies have established the association of asbestos fibers and MM [5]. MM etiology and pathogenesis has also been linked to Simian Virus 40 (SV40) infection [6]; erionite exposure [7], genetic predisposition [8,9] and radiation [10].

1.2 Malignant Mesothelioma

Pleural mesothelioma represents about 70% of all mesothelioma cases [11]. Histologically, MM has three subtypes including epithelioid, sarcomatoid and biphasic [12] (Figure 1, [1]). Epithelioid MM is the most common type of MM, it accounts for 50% to 70% of all MM cases and it exhibits relatively uniform, epithelial cell morphology. It is considered to be the least aggressive and offers the best prognosis. The median survival time for epithelioid MM is 18 months. Sarcomatoid MM is characterized by spindle cell morphology and it occurs approximately in 7% to 20% of MM patients. It is considered the most aggressive form of MM and, correspondingly, gives the worst prognosis. The median survival time for sarcomatoid MM is eight months. Biphasic MM is diagnosed in 20% to 35% of MM cases and it presents mixed cell morphology with both epithelial and spindle subtypes. The median survival time for biphasic MM is 11 months. [12] [13].

MM is poorly diagnosed and there is no standard management of MM. The treatment depends on individual conditions including age, performance status, stage and pulmonary function [14].
1.3 Simian Virus 40

SV40 was first isolated in 1960 from cultures of Rhesus monkey kidney cells [15] (Figure 2). SV40 DNA sequence has been detected prevalently in human MM, bone and brain tumors and lymphomas, the same tumor types that are induced when SV40 is injected into hamsters. These findings raised concerns about the possible pathogenic role of SV40 in humans. Primary human mesothelial cells (HM) are unusually susceptible to transformation by non-archetypal SV40, which might relate to their unusually high levels of p53 expression [16].

Figure 2 SV40 virus. (Figure from Mazzoni E., et al., PNAS, 2012, [16])
1.4 Asbestos Fibers

Asbestos is a term applied to a group of silicate mineral fibers that form fibrous crystals. There has been widespread and massive commercial use of asbestos-containing materials in the Western world during the past century. It is well accepted that amphibole asbestos crocidolite, amosite, tremolite, actinolite and antophyllite cause MM [17]. Chrysotile (the only serpentine asbestos) is the most commonly encountered asbestos, but its usage is banned in Europe, USA, and Canada, etc. It has been estimated that chrysotile accounts for approximately 95% of all asbestos that was used in the US [18] and 90% of asbestos used worldwide [19,20].

![Electron microscopy of crocidolite (left) and chrysotile (right). 1000X](image)

Figure 3 Electron microscopy of crocidolite (left) and chrysotile (right). 1000X

1.5 Simian Virus 40 and Asbestos Fibers are Cocarcinogens in Human Mesothelial Cells

The dl883 SV40 does not express small t antigen (tag). Neither crocidolite nor dl883 can transform HM in vitro [21]. Furthermore, dl883 SV40 does not induce MM when injected into hamsters [22]. Pleural and peritoneal injection of crocidolite asbestos, combined with intraventricular administration of dl883 SV40, induced MM in approximately 90% of hamsters with a shorter tumor latency compared to 20% MM induction in animals injected with asbestos alone [23]. Therefore, two very different carcinogens, SV40 and asbestos, are cocarcinogens in causing malignant transformation of HM in vitro and in causing MM in animals. The exact mechanisms underlying cocarcinogenesis are unknown.
1.6 Rationale, Hypothesis and Specific Objectives

1.6.1 Rationale

The presence of SV40 DNA sequence in human tumors revealed that archetypal SV40 was more often detected in human brain tumors, including astrocytomas and glioblastomas [24,25]. Instead, non-archetypal SV40 was mostly detected in human mesotheliomas [24,25], suggesting the existence of tissue tropism for SV40 infection.

Wild type p53 is a major factor in SV40 mediated cell lysis and/or transformation. It was previously described that functional p53 is required in SV40-mediated transformation of HM [26], and that wtP53 enhances SV40 large T antigen (Tag) induced transformation in mouse embryo fibroblasts [27]. It is possible that p53 influences SV40 infection in different cell types. Moreover, the different regulation of cellular oncogenes and onco-suppressor genes, as well as the related cell signaling, consequent to SV40 infection, may provide the biological rationale accounting for the different tropism of SV40 infection.

SV40-mediated HM transformation requires both Tag and tag. The dl883 SV40, which does not express tag, together with crocidolite is able to transform HM both in vitro and in vivo. This information suggests that crocidolite and SV40 tag induce similar molecular signaling pathway in HM.

Although chrysotile can induce MM in animal experiments [28-34], its carcinogenic role in humans is still debated due to the lack of experimental evidence of molecular mechanisms and epidemiological study.

1.6.2 Hypothesis and aims

We hypothesized that: A) SV40 viruses (both archetypal and non-archetypal types) may have different tissue tropism, based on their structure and/or on the target cell type. B) p53 and other cellular gene products may influence the outcome of SV40 infection in different cell types. C) Chrysotile fibers can induce HM transformation. D) SV40 and chrysotile fibers are potential cocarcinogens in HM.

We proposed to explore the following aims:

**Aim 1**: To investigate tissue tropism of SV40 infection and transformation.

**Subaim-1A** To elucidate the role played by p53 in SV40-mediated productive infection and malignant transformation of human cells.
Subaim-1B To verify the general relevance of the mechanisms underlying SV40-mediated transformation in HM and Astrocyte cells (Ast).

Subaim-1C To study how SV40 regulatory regions determine the transformation of cells derived from different lineages (i.e. HM and Astrocyte cells).

Aim 2: To characterize the possible transforming potential of chrysotile fibers.

Subaim-2A To investigate the common and different effects induced in HM exposed to crocidolite and chrysotile fibers.

Subaim-2B To elucidate the common and different effects induced in mice exposed to crocidolite and chrysotile fibers.

Aim 3: To investigate the possible cocarcinogenesis of SV40 and chrysotile fibers.

1.7 Justification, Significance and Innovation

The presence of SV40 sequences in several human cancers, including MM, bone tumors, brain tumors and lymphomas has raised concerns about the possible pathogenic role of SV40 in humans. Recently, SV40 DNA was also detected in breast and colon tumor specimens, suggesting that SV40 may have a more extensive tissue tropism than previously postulated.

It is known that humans can be extensively exposed to infectious SV40, though the role of SV40 in human cancer is not fully clear yet [25]. However, there is a general agreement that HM are unusually susceptible to SV40 infection and malignant transformation and that the relatively undifferentiated nature of HM might account for their susceptibility to SV40 infection [35]. SV40 infection in human cells has been mostly studied in fibroblasts and HM, while very few studies have tested other lineages. It is possible that the mechanisms of SV40-mediated transformation of HM may have a more general relevance for other human cell lineages (i.e. glial cells). Moreover, the infection and transmission routes of SV40 in humans remain to be fully elucidated. This area of investigation deserves further attention and effort, as well as high priority, as recommended by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) panel [36]. By investigating how different cell lineages respond to SV40 infection, we hope to better clarify the potential risks for the human population of SV40 infection.

Our group previously discovered that SV40 and crocidolite asbestos are cocarcinogens in causing the malignant transformation of HM both in vivo and in vitro [23]. This work was confirmed by
two separate reports and supported by two recent epidemiological studies. However, the molecular mechanism of the two carcinogens remains to be fully elucidated. Besides of the ERK and AP-1 pathways, our work provides another angle to understand the possible molecular mechanism of SV40 and asbestos cocarcinogenesis.

So far, no study has compared the tissue tropism of cell transformation associated with the SV40 regulation region. Moreover, the oncogenicity of chrysotile fiber in human cells is still debated, and our work for the first time proposes that chrysotile is able to transform HM via sustained HMGB1 signals. Furthermore, since chrysotile and dl883 SV40 induce foci formation in HM cells, chrysotile and SV40 are potential cocarcinogens. All the data obtained from our work are novel.
CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

2.1 Simian Virus 40

SV40 was assigned to the family of Polyomaviridae, Polyomavirus genus, closely related to human polyomaviruses (BKV, JCV, KIV, and WUV) based on genomic organization and sequence similarity [37].

Several different SV40 strains have been isolated from monkey and human tissues. Strain SV40-776 (wild type) is the prototype and reference strain, isolated from a stock of a contaminated adenovirus vaccine preparation. SV40-B2, the so-called ‘Baylor strain’ was isolated from similar contaminated polio vaccines (Sabin, attenuated virus) [38]. Most of the differences of SV40 variants were detected in the sequence encoding the carboxyl-terminal variable region of large T antigen (Tag), within the amino acid residues 622 and 708. In addition some sequence variability was detected in the early transcript intron and the sequences encoding the small t antigen (tag), capsid protein VP1 and Agnoprotein were affected [39].

SV40 viruses are classified as archetypal SV40, harboring one copy of the 72 bp enhancer element for early and late viral genes, and non-archetypal SV40, carrying two copies of this 72 bp enhancer element. VA45-54 and Baylor carry only one 72 bp enhancer element in fresh isolates, but duplication of the 72 bp sequence occurred during further replication cycles in CV-1 monkey infected cells. No other modifications were detected in the remaining sequences, including the Tag carboxyl-terminal variable region. This duplication is compatible either with the hypothesis of SV40 adaptation in cell culture, by selection of a rare variant pre-existing in the original sample, or with the de novo generation of the rare duplication of the regulatory region in infected cells [24,39].

2.1.1 SV40 genomic organization

SV40 is an unenveloped icosahedral virion containing a small, closed circular double-strand DNA genome. Genome length is about five kb, depending on various strains. Different regions were identified in the SV40 genome: 1) regulatory region (bidirectional promoter and replication origin); 2) early genes and 3) late genes (Figure. 4A). The terms ‘early’ and ‘late’ reflect the sequential gene transcription and translation events in the host cells. Early and late genes extend in opposite directions. Early genes encode Tag, 17KT and tag (Figure 4B). Late genes are transcribed into two classes of late mRNAs: 16S, coding for the major capsid protein VP1 and 19S encodes VP2-4 and Agnoprotein.
Tag, a nuclear phosphoprotein of 94KD in wild-type SV40 strains, is a true multifunctional protein inducing viral DNA replication and, together with tag, also promotes S phase entry and DNA synthesis in host cells. VP1, VP2 and VP3 enable the packaging of replicated viral DNA into transmissible infectious virions, encapsulated by 360 VP1 protein molecules, tightly bound in 72 pentamers. VP2 and VP3 are less abundant but they also play an essential role in the SV40 packaging process, both in vivo and in vitro [40].

**Figure 4. Structure and function of SV40.** A) Physical and functional map of SV40 genome. The circular DNA genome is 5,243 bp. Ori (black): origin of viral DNA replication. ‘Early genes’ (Tag, tag and 17KT) mRNAs (black) are controlled by the early promoter (pE, light gray). Late promoter (pL, light gray) shares the same sequence with early promoter, but is oriented in the opposite direction. Transcripts of ‘late genes’, encoding VP1, VP2, VP3, VP4 and Agnoprotein (gray), are under control of pL. VP2-4 share the same stop codon. B) SV40 early proteins. Tag, 17KT and tag share the first 82 amino acid residues at the N-terminal (light gray). Tag extends up to 708 residues in length (gray), but skips the tag encoding region (black), due to differential splicing. 17KT encodes a 135 amino acids protein, sharing the first 131 residues (light gray and gray) with Tag, followed by four amino acids.
acids encoded by the third intron of the Tag gene, included in the transcript by alternative splicing. SV40 tag is a 174 residue protein.

The Agnoprotein controls the perinuclear localization of the viral genome during virion assembly and may contribute to viral late gene transcription and translation, viral release and propagation [41]. VP4, a recently discovered 15 KD late protein, is synthesized starting from the third in-frame AUG codon within the VP2 transcript, and shares the same stop codon with VP3 and VP2 and triggers the lytic release of the virus. VP4 is expressed in the infected cells 12-24 hours later than VP1, VP2 and VP3, and it is not incorporated into virus particles. Mutated virus lacking VP4 expression displayed delayed lysis and reduced particle release [42].

2.1.2 SV40 life cycle

Based on SV40 replication and release, host cells are classified as: permissive, non-permissive and semi-permissive. African green monkey and Rhesus kidney cells are permissive, producing large amounts of viral particles released upon the lysis of host cells. Rodent cells are non-permissive, and do not allow viral DNA replication, although Tag is expressed. The outcome of infection of rodent cells is abortive transformation, with a transforming efficiency of $10^{-7}$-$10^{-9}$ in murine fibroblasts. Human cells from different tissues show different susceptibility and exhibit mixed cytopathic and transformed phenotypes to SV40 infection in vitro. Human fibroblasts behave similarly to monkey fibroblasts in that SV40 replicates and lyses these cells. The transformation is exceedingly rare ($1/10^8$-$1/10^9$ cells are transformed) but may occur if SV40 becomes integrated in the host cell genome. However $1/10^5$ human primary mesothelial cells (HM) [25] are transformed when infected by SV40.
The life cycle of SV40 in humans is still poorly understood. Cell infection starts by the binding of SV40 virions (mainly through VP1) to specific receptors on the plasma membrane: GM1 ganglioside [43] and Class I Major Histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules, as HLA [44]. SV40 enters cells by caveolae-mediated endocytosis (Figure 5). How viral DNA is released from the virion remains to be fully clarified. However SV40 bypasses the Golgi complex en route to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), where calcium ions, disassembly [40], which requires low cytosolic calcium concentrations [45]. Afterwards, the SV40 genome is translocated to the nuclear compartment via a mechanism mediated by the α2/β importin heterodimer and by VP3 [46]. The early promoter of SV40 genome is recognized by host RNA polymerase II leading to early gene transcription soon after nuclear translocation, which pushes the host cell into S-phase. The primary transcripts are alternatively spliced into two mRNAs bridging VP1 capsid proteins and are removed by ER absorption, resulting in capsid encoding Tag and tag in varying ratios according to cell types [25]. In CV-1 cells,
viral DNA can be detected as early as eight hours post infection [47]. During the early phase of infection the late gene transcription does not take place, because of the action of late gene transcriptional repressors [48]. In permissive cells, during the S-G2 phase, the viral genome is massively synthesized. Tag binds as a double hexamer to the viral replication origin (ori) and initiates and promotes viral DNA replication. With time, the repressor is titrated off from the late promoter and the transcription from the early promoter is repressed. Tag also unwinds the DNA double helix, promoting the recruitment of host cellular DNA polymerase and protein A and initiates late gene replication. Tag also exerts other functions, related to host cell signaling [25]. On one hand, Tag modulates intracellular signaling by recruiting several cellular proteins involved in cell progression and apoptosis pathways. On the other hand, Tag transactivates genes encoding a number of cellular proteins, including IGF-1, cdc2, c-Met, Notch-1, thus inducing G2 phase progression [49]. These events trigger the transition from early to late phase of SV40 infection. When most of the viral genome is replicated, the capsid proteins are synthesized and viral assembly occurs. In addition, some of the host cell transcriptional factors may promote late gene transcription. NFAT3/4 are important transcriptional factors controlling SV40 infection [50]. SV40 Tag increases NFATs activity and NFATs provide a positive feedback loop transactivating the SV40 promoter. Mass production of capsid proteins takes place during the late phase of SV40 infection. Only the SV40 genome, but not the host’s genome, contains six tandem GC boxes, which represent the Viral Packaging Signal (ses) for capsid assembly and viral DNA packaging. The transcriptional factor SP1 binds to the GC box, recruits VP2 and VP3, which in turn bind to VP1 pentamers and start viral assembly [51]. This is followed by the attachment at low affinity of multiple capsomers surrounding the minichromosome. The formation of this immature complex increases the capsomer local concentration and accelerates the assembly in a cooperative manner. The final icosahedron arises either from the progressive addition of single pentamers to the growing shell or from an organized pentamers clustering [52].

The role of the small tag is less clear since it is not essential for lytic infection in culture. However, tag promotes entry into S phase, cooperates with Tag in promoting cell transformation and increases virus production in permissive cells. It has been reported that SV40 induces dephosphorylation of 4E-BP1 through tag [53].

2.1.3 SV40 transmission and associated human cancers

SV40 does not induce observable disease in its natural host, the Rhesus monkey, even if the infection can be propagated to other monkey species. In hamsters, SV40 vertically transmits from the mother to the offspring [54]. Experimental osteosarcomas, sarcomas, ependymomas, mesotheliomas, choroid plexus tumors and true histiocytic lymphomas where induced in laboratory hamster, by SV40 injection [25]. Rhesus monkey cells in culture were extensively used in the process of polio vaccine preparation, by using either killed (according to Salk) or attenuated virus (according to Sabin). In
these cultures indigenous SV40 was not completely killed by the formaldehyde inactivation process used for the polio vaccine. Infectious SV40 particles were also detected in adenovirus vaccines produced between 1957 and 1960 [24]. These contaminated vaccines were inadvertently administered to millions of individuals between 1953 and 1963 in the United States and in several other countries [25]. In human populations individuals exposed to SV40 may develop a transient infection and about 60% of volunteers developed antibodies after intranasal exposure to SV40 [55]. It has been suggested that SV40 may be transmitted in humans by both horizontal and vertical infection [25]. In the former USSR and in countries under its influence polio vaccines containing infectious SV40 were administered until at least 1978 [6]. Moreover, at least one polio seed virus from which vaccines were prepared in Italy until 1999 was SV40 contaminated (Phil Minor, personal communication and [56]). Some other countries, such as China, still produce polio vaccines using monkey cells raising the possibility that their vaccines may still be contaminated with SV40 [6]. SV40 positive tumors were found in the United States, Canada, China, Japan, Europe and New Zealand [57], but not in Finland, Turkey and Austria [25]. Notably, in Turkey and Austria no SV40 contaminated vaccines were ever used. In other words, human exposure to SV40 through contaminated polio vaccines has been extensive, and has been influenced by geographical differences associated with the use of contaminated or non-contaminated vaccines [25]. Viruses may persist in both monkey cell culture and in human tissues where these variants originated.

In the past two decades, many studies revealed a constant increase of SV40 incidence in certain human tumors, i.e. bone tumors (Table 1) [58-62], brain tumors (Table 2) [63-66], lymphomas (Table 3) [67-76] and mesothelioma (Table 4) [73,77-83]. Several strains have been isolated from patients. These data (Table 1-4) altogether suggest that SV40 may be circulating in the human population, at least in some geographical areas. Besides this, SV40 related sequences and/or protein were also found in papillary thyroid carcinoma [84], human breast carcinoma [85], colon cancer and soft tissue Rosai-Dorfman disease [86]. Because of the low number of cases tested, the association of SV40 and these tumor types remains unclear. The techniques used to detect SV40 in human tumors included PCR, qPCR, southern blotting, etc. Among the numerous reports of SV40 detection in human cancer, some showed negatives results. The reasons of these discrepancies are various, although it has been demonstrated that at least some of the negative results are false negative, due to the poor quality of the samples analyzed or to the use of inadequate methods [87]. In addition, some of the positive results were caused by laboratory contamination.
Table 1 SV40 incidence in Bone tumors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbone [59]</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lednicky [88]</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendoza [89]</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamberi [90]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>IHC, PCR, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamamoto [91]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinsohn [61]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>Hungary, Germany</td>
<td>qRT-PCR, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: country of origin of the specimens tested in the study

Tumor abbreviations: OS = Osteosarcoma; Others = bone-related tumors (chondrosarcoma, Ewing’s sarcoma, fibrosarcoma, undifferentiated sarcoma, giant cell tumor for Carbone [34];) giant-cell tumors for Gamberi [36].

Techniques abbreviations: DNA seq = DNA sequence analysis; IHC = Immunohistochemistry; PCR = Polymerase Chain Reaction amplification; qRT-PCR = quantitative Real Time PCR
Table 2. SV40 incidence in Brain tumors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weiss [63]</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>38% ME</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>IHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang [65]</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>25% OL; 32% GS 59% LA, AA, SG;</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilchez [64]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>21% (*)</td>
<td>different (*)</td>
<td>PCR, IHC (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollison [66]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.8% GL, MD</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting, qRT-PCR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: country of origin of the specimens tested in the study

Tumor abbreviations: AA = Anaplastic Astrocytoma; GA = Gemistocytic Astrocytoma; GL = Glioma; LA = Low-grade Astrocytoma; MD = Medulloblastoma; ME = Meningioma; OL = Oligodendroglioma; SG = Secondary Glioblastoma.

Techniques abbreviations: IHC = Immunohistochemistry; PCR = Polymerase Chain Reaction amplification; qRT-PCR = quantitative Real Time PCR

Note: (*) Assessment of 13 different reports on primary brain tumors from different sources
Table 3. SV40 incidence in Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shivapurkar [Rev. in [92]]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR and Southern blotting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilchez [Rev. in [93]]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakatsuka [70]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butel [71]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivapurkar [Rev. in [94]]</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR and qRT-PCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meneses [72]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>PCR, Southern blotting, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zekri [73]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Nested PCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amara [74]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>PCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinsohn [76]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>PCR, qRT-PCR, DNA seq</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: country of origin of the specimens tested in the study

Abbreviations: DNA seq = DNA sequence; PCR = Polymerase Chain Reaction amplification; analysis; qRT-PCR = quantitative Real Time PCR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>SV40</th>
<th>Asbestos</th>
<th>Double+</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbone [77]</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR and IHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testa [78]</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivapurkar [83]</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Germany North America</td>
<td>PCR and DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Rienzo [79]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>PCR and DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priftakis [80]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>PCR and DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristaudo [81]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>PCR and DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comar [82]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>PCR and DNA seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zekri [64]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>qRT-PCR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A: the presence of asbestos was not investigated in these study.

Abbreviations: PCR = Polymerase Chain Reaction amplification; DNA seq = DNA sequence analysis; qRT-PCR = quantitative Real Time PCR
2.1.4 Models for HM transformation by SV40

The process of SV40-mediated HM transformation begins when SV40 early gene transcription is induced (Figure 6). Tag, expressed by the SV40 genome as soon as its nuclear translocation occurs, accumulates in the host cells, where it binds to cellular p53 and pRb altering their function and preventing p53 and pRb induced apoptosis in genetically damaged cells. In addition, the Tag-p53 complexes recruit pRb and p300 to form a multi-protein complex that activates Insulin-like Growth Factor-1 (IGF-1) transcription by binding to its promoter. In SV40 infected cells, IGF-1 is expressed and activates its receptor (IGF-1R) signaling in an autocrine manner, eventually leading to G1/S progression and cell proliferation [26].

In addition, Tag expression induces a Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF) autocrine circuit in an Rb-dependent manner in HM and other cells (Figure 6 [95]). The resulting activation of HGF receptor Met causes morphological changes of HM toward the fibroblastoid phenotype, which is associated with S-phase entry, cell cycle progression, virus particle assembly and infection of adjacent cells [96]. Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) also is expressed and secreted upon SV40 infection of HM, by an autocrine mechanism [97]. VEGF is an important growth factor for MM growth and is a potent angiogenic factor promoting vascularization of mesothelioma [97]. Tag and tag are able to upregulate Notch-1 at the transcriptional level, induce ERK1/2 pathway and induce telomerase activity [98]. SV40 tag binds and inactivates the Serine/Threonine Protein Phosphatase 2A (PP2A) leading to an increase of ERK pathway activity and tumorigenesis [53].
Figure 6 Mechanisms of simian virus 40 infection and cell transformation.
During SV40 late phase infection, the activation of checkpoint kinase Chk1 blocks the mitosis of the target cells, thus late viral proteins accumulate. The process is followed by the activation of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) and consequent cell necrosis and virion release. New cells are infected and a new infection cycle begins. 

Upon SV40 entry Tag is expressed and accumulates in the host cell, where it binds to p53, pRb, p300, p400 and possibly other proteins to form a multiprotein complex that activates transcription of IGF-1. Tag also induces, possibly with similar mechanisms, the expression of other growth factors. (A) In the majority of infected HM, late gene transcription leads to VP1-3 viral capsid protein expression and virion assembly. Host cells undergo necrotic lysis, owing to massive viral release and a PARP-mediated mechanism. (B) In a fraction of infected HM, VP1-3 expression is blocked by the antisense mechanism [35], virions are neither assembled nor released and host cells survive. (C) In these cells, the signaling induced by the autocrine IGF-1/IGF-1R loop (and by other ligand/receptor autocrine circuits) eventually leads to G1/S progression and cell proliferation. Also, tag contributes to cell survival, inducing Akt activity as a consequence of PP2A inhibition. (D) Exposure to asbestos activates EGFR signaling, leading to ERK activity and AP-1 transcription, and induces programmed cell necrosis with consequent release of HMGB1 and other proinflammatory cytokines [77], leading to chronic inflammation. (E) The signaling induced by asbestos and SV40 infection, either independently or in a cooperative manner, can promote HM transformation and mesothelioma development. EGFR: EGF receptor; HM: Human primary mesothelial cell; HMGB1: High molecular group binding protein 1; PARP: Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase; pRb: Retinoblastoma protein; SV40: Simian virus 40; Tag: Large T antigen; tag: Small t antigen; VEGFR: VEGF receptor.
Figure 7 Silencing mechanism of SV40 late gene transcription.

Early gene transcripts extend beyond poly A signal and overlap the late gene region (light gray), leading to late gene antisense RNA. The resulting double-strand RNA is degraded, impairing late gene expression. EP: Early promoter; gDNA: Genomic DNA; LP: Late promoter.

However, in HM there is an additional mechanism of gene silencing, which inhibits later protein production and promotes cellular transformation. Late gene expression is suppressed by antisense RNAs, produced as a result of extension of the early transcripts beyond the early polyadenylation signal into the late region. The double-stranded RNA molecules, generated by this peculiar mechanism, are rapidly degraded by a Dicer-mediated processing or are not exported in the cytoplasm. Viral late gene silencing promotes viral integration and cell transformation [99]. These findings provided a mechanistic rationale for the unusual susceptibility of HM to SV40 mediated malignant transformation [95] (Figure 7).

Asbestos exposure and SV40 infection are cocarcinogens mediating HM transformation, both in vitro and in hamsters [23]. Asbestos induces HM cytotoxicity in a time- and dose-dependent manner [100]. It has also been demonstrated that asbestos is responsible for oxidant-dependent Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) upregulation and ligand-independent activation, resulting in ERK activity, followed by transactivation of AP-1 family proteins (c-fos and fra-1) [101] (Figure 6). Tag expression activates the PI3K/Akt pathway, inducing cell survival, which in turn protects HM from asbestos cytotoxicity. Long term exposure of SV40-infected HM to low doses of amosite asbestos
fibers promotes cell transformation and foci formation providing a mechanism to explain SV40 cocarcinogenesis and indicating that PI3K/Akt is a key element of cell survival induced by SV40 infection [102]. More recently, an additional possible explanation for asbestos-SV40 cocarcinogenesis arose from the demonstration that SV40 upregulates calretinin, which protects HM from asbestos cytotoxicity [103].

### 2.1.5 SV40 Tag function

**Figure 8 Host cellular protein binds to SV40 Tag.** The cullin ring ligase complex (CRL) including Bub1, IRS1, Fbxw8 and Cul7 binds to residues 69-102. The pRb complex, containing p107 and p130, binds to the LXCXE motif (residues 103–107). The MRN complex containing Mre11, Rad50 and Nbs1 binds to the DNA binding domain (DBD). The complex made of p53, p300, p400, CBP and TACC2 binds to the Helicase (ATPase) domain. The F-box containing protein Fbxw7 binds to the phosphorylated T701 residue.

**SV40 Tag:** SV40 replication requires the ATPase domain and J domain of SV40 Tag, which stimulates the ATPase activity of the Hsp70 chaperone. MAL2-11B, a small molecule that inhibits SV40 replication via the inhibition of both Tag ATPase activity and the activation of Hsp70 chaperone, may provide a pharmacological approach to combat polyomavirus-mediated disease [104].

Most of the Tag functions related to the transformation process rely on its different binding domains (Figure 8).

**J domain:** SV40 Tag plays an essential role in DNA replication. Even a small deletion or point mutation within the J domain of SV40 Tag impairs DNA replication 20 fold, [105]. The J domain of SV40 Tag induces the dissociation of the E2F4, DP1, p130 and p107 transcriptional complex [106].
J domain recruits Hsp70 chaperone and stimulates its ATPase activity. Together with the Tag LXCXE motif, J domain contributes to E2F transactivation [107] and elicits transformation [108].

**LXCXE motif**: The LXCXE motif of Tag directly binds to and inactivates pRb, p107 and p130, disrupting pRb function in the G0/G1 phase [109]. Moreover, pRb binding negatively regulates the nuclear import of Tag and mutations in the LXCXE motif inhibit cellular transformation, but not viral replication [109].

**DNA binding domain (DBD)**: Tag is able to bind to Mre11, RAD50 and Nbs1 complex (MRN) via its DBD. Also, the binding of Tag to the MRN complex results in the cell escaping DNA Damage Response (DDR), which may contribute to transformation [110].

**Helicase domain**: Through its helicase domain, Tag binds to p53 and the resulting complex recruits p300, p400 and cAMP regulatory element binding protein (CBP) [111]. The activity of p53 is highly controlled by post-translational modifications like phosphorylation and acetylation [112]. DNA binding of p53 to the MDM2 gene promoter induces the expression of MDM2 protein, which in turn binds to p53 and promotes its ubiquitination and degradation; this leads to a negative feedback loop. The binding of Tag to the DBD of p53 results in reduced MDM2 expression and consequent p53 stabilization [106]. The efficiency of SV40 mediated-transformation in Ast is higher than HM possibly because of the higher level of p53 in these cells compared to HM [113].

Tag is able to bind directly to several other cellular proteins and all these interactions contribute to dysregulated cell cycle progression and cellular transformation. Cul7, a member of the cullin family, is an inhibitor of c-Myc, which by binding to Tag-p53 complexes also has a pro-apoptotic effect. Cul7, F-box/WD repeat-containing protein 8 (Fbxw8), RING-box protein 1 (Rbx1) and S-phase kinase-associated protein 1 (Skp1) form a cullin RING E3-Ligase (CRL) complex that catalyzes the ubiquitination of Cyclin D1 and of Insulin Receptor Substrate1 (IRS1), followed by their degradation [114]. IRS1, the effector downstream of IGF-1R, recruits PI3K, activating the PI3K/Akt pathway that leads to cell survival. Notably, IRS1 also binds to Tag and mutations disrupting this binding result in the inhibition of Akt [115]. Tag also binds directly to Cul7 in the CRL complex described above, on one hand interfering with IRS1 degradation and on the other hand promoting MRN complex degradation by recruitment of a cullin family E3 ubiquitin ligase [114].

Fbxw7 is a member of F-box E3-ligase protein family, able to catalyze the ubiquitination of several proteins, including Cyclin E, c-Myc, c-Jun and Notch-1, leading to its degradation. Tag binding to Fbxw7 prevents degradation of Cyclin E [116] and promotes cell-cycle progression, in cooperation with tag that is able to activate Cyclin E/Cdk2 complexes [117].
Budding uninhibited by benzimidazoles 1 (Bub1) is a serine/threonine protein kinase involved in the mitotic spindle checkpoint. The binding of Tag to Bub1 results in DDR, p53 phosphorylation, tetraploidy, and interruption of SV40 genome integration [118].

Transforming Acidic Coiled-Coil protein 2 (TACC2) stabilizes microtubules during mitosis and is down-regulated in breast tumors. Tag can directly bind and inactivate TACC2, leading to various mitotic defects. This suggests that TACC2 might be a key target of Tag in inducing microtubule destabilization and chromosomal abnormalities during the initiation of cell transformation [119].

Global screenings were performed by microarray and immune blotting, in SV40 transformed mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEF) and enterocytes from SV40 transgenic mice, where Tag and tag were expressed under the control of the rat intestinal fatty acid binding protein promoter. About 800 cellular genes were either up-regulated or down-regulated in equal proportion by the expression of Tag and tag, even if not all the genes were equally regulated in the two lineages. Apparently, the regulation of these genes was tissue specific. For example, genes associated with the interferon pathway and some other cell cycle regulators, were uniquely altered in MEF but not in enterocytes. It’s not clear whether gene up-regulation is a direct result of SV40-mediated transformation, or whether it is the indirect outcome of cell cycle arrest. These findings at least suggest that consequences of SV40 mediated transformation are cell type specific [120].

2.1.6 SV40 tag function

**SV40 tag**: SV40 tag is comprised by the J domain (1-82 amino acid residues) and carboxyl-terminal domain (83-174 amino acid residues) (Figure 4B). SV40 tag recruits and binds to PP2A through its carboxyl-terminal domain and the J domain of tag is required to stabilize the complex with PP2A; this cooperates with Tag in inducing cell survival and proliferation. Functions of SV40 tag in transformation are less clear; however the most well studied function of tag is the binding and activation of PP2A.

Through its J domain, SV40 tag indirectly activates some host cellular promoters like cyclin D, which are involved in viral replication [121]. SV40 tag mutant virus grows slowly and is defectively [122]. In HM, cells were immortalized but not transformed and host cells carried only a few copies of viral genome DNA when infected with tag mutant virus. This suggested that tag is essential for maintaining high copy numbers of viral DNA, and therefore that the binding of PP2A and SV40 tag plays an important role in genome maintenance [123]. The interaction between SV40 tag and PP2A leads to dysregulation of miR-27a, a differentially expressed miRNA. Fbxw7 is the miR-27a potential
target. Thus, SV40 tag is involved in malignant transformation through the suppression of Fbxw7 and the overexpression of miR-27a [124].

The expression of SV40 tag promotes cell proliferation, which suggests that tag is involved in cell cycle regulation. SV40 tag activates the mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade including Raf, dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1/2 (MEK1/2), ERK1/2, and Kinase Suppressor of Ras (KSR) and leads to up-regulation of AP-1 transcriptional activity [125] [126] [127]. SV40 tag also stabilizes and increases c-Myc transcriptional activity through the binding and inactivation of PP2A [128]. SV40 tag is able to suppress host cellular mRNA transcription through the dephosphorylation delay of 4E-BP1 [129]. It was recently reported that in Tag, tag and H-Ras co-transfected in human fibroblasts and in HEK cells, 5' adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMP-K) is activated and the mammalian target rapamycin mTOR is inhibited. This induces autophagy during glucose deprivation suggesting a role for tag in the homeostasis of cancer cells [130]. Several proteins involved in cell cycle progression, for instance CREB, Sp-1, E2F, cyclin D1 and cyclin B, are activated by tag as well. [131] [132] [133]. In human fibroblasts, tag cooperates with Cyclin E by forcing cells to bypass quiescence, which induces foci formation [117]. Moreover, tag activation alters cell survival pathways, including Notch, Wnt, and Hedgehog pathways, as revealed by both microarray platform and qRT-PCR. Cyclopamine, the Hedgehog inhibitor, induces cell death in more than 50% of cells expressing tag, suggesting the Hedgehog signaling is the important survival pathway in cells expressing the SV40 tag [134]. It has been suggested that the SV40 tag up-regulates on anti-apoptosis pathways including the NF-κB pathway through protein kinase C (PKC) and PI3K signaling and PI3K/AKT pathway [135,136] [137].

PP2A is associated and regulated by multiple cell signaling pathways like mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway. These data suggest that SV40 tag stimulates a mass of protein kinases involved in cell growth pathways.
2.1.7 SV40 infection events

Hamsters injected with SV40 developed osteosarcomas, sarcomas, ependymomas, mesotheliomas, choroid plexus tumors and true histiocytic lymphomas [25]. The types of tumors induced are influenced by the route of SV40 inoculation, by the SV40 viral regulation regions (BUTEL) and by cell susceptibility (i.e., most cell types are infected, few can be transformed). However, mesothelioma predominates, in that, over 50% of hamsters injected with SV40 intracardiacly or intraperitoneally and 100% of those injected intrapleurally, developed mesothelioma [22].
2.1.9 Transgenic Animals

SV40 transgenic animals provide excellent models to explore the development of various cancers and to search for possible therapeutic targets and approaches. To date, several transgenic models have been established. The first SV40 transgenic model was established in 1984 by integrating the SV40 early region genes and their own promoter-enhancer into the mouse germ line genome. High percentages of the transgenic mouse population developed brain tumors within 3-5 months [138]. Moreover, in a similar model, by using Tag and the SV40 72 bp enhancer element as transgenes, the same group demonstrated that Tag expression is sufficient for tumor induction and that the enhancer region influences the tissue tropism, as these animals developed only choroid plexus tumors [139]. Expression of Tag under the control of the Glucagon gene 5’ flanking sequences in transgenic mice led to the development of large bowel carcinoma [140]. Tag transgenic mice can produce heritable eye tumors, including ocular tumors and lens tumors [120].

Several different transgenic models have been developed by driving SV40 gene expression under the control of different tissue-specific promoters [141-161]. Table 1 lists a panel of transgenic models commonly used to study breast, prostate and other tumors. These transgenic models indicate that the expression of the SV40 Tag causes cancer in any organ, making the SV40 Tag the most potent oncogene known to date. The types of cancer induced are determined by the promoter used, which in turn determines the tissue in which Tag is expressed. When Tag is under the control of its own promoter it causes prevalent brain and bone tumors, mesothelioma and a type of lymphoma known as true histiocytic lymphoma.

These animal models provide convenient and accurate tools to monitor and observe the events underlying tumor initiation and development, and provide models to test novel preventive and therapeutic approaches.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year1/Year2</th>
<th>Tag/Tag</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Promoter</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Tumor Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hanahan [141]</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rat insulin II</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Insulinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikenheiser [142]</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Human surfactant protein C (SP-C)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maroulakou [143]</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Tag, tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rat prostatic steroid binding protein C3(1)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Adenocarcinoma (only in females)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenberg [144], Hurwitz [145]</td>
<td>1995/2001</td>
<td>Tag, tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rat probasin (PB)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Invasive adenocarcinoma (only in males)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santarelli [146]</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Tag, tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mouse whey acidic milk protein</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Breast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perez-Stable [147]</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Human fetal IgG y-globin</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Prostate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asamoto [150]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rat probasin</td>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Prostate carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masumori [151]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rat probasin</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabril [152]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>PSP94</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hicks [153]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clara-cell secretory protein 10</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Adenocarcinoma, lung parenchymal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garson [154]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ovarian-specific promoter 1(OSP1)</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Ovarian and brain tumors, abdominal and bone sarcoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lou [155]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Tag, tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Human antithrombin III gene</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Hepatocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grippo [156]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cytokeratin 19</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Urinary bladder tumors mesothelioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson [157]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mesothelin</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Mesothelioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Köbbert [158]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>SM22α</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Cardiac rhabdomyosarcoma B- cell chronic lymphocytic Leukemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ter Brugge [159]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ig Heavy chain, opposite orientation</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Hepatocellular carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stahl [160]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Tag, Inducible</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hepatocyte-specific albumin</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Ghrelinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwakura [161]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Human ghrelin</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Ghrelinoma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 p53

The p53 protein was identified in 1979, encoded by tumor suppressor gene TP53 which is located on human chromosome 17 (17p13.1). TP53 spans 20 kb, with 11 exons encoding a 2.2 kb mRNA. Human p53 is 393 aa long and contains several functional regions (Figure 10).

2.2.1 p53 regulation and signaling pathways

The p53 directly binds to and interacts with various cellular proteins, resulting in cell cycle arrest upon DNA damage. In normal unstressed cells, the half-life of p53 is very short, because the MDM2-p53 complex forms an auto-regulatory feedback loop. MDM2 binds to and regulates p53 activity by ubiquitin-mediated degradation in the proteasome; it blocks p53 transcriptional activity, promotes its nuclear export and inhibits cell-cycle arrest and apoptosis. A variety of genotoxic stress signals promote phosphorylation of p53 and MDM2, thereby stabilizing and accumulating p53 in nucleus (Figure 11). Activated ARF sequesters MDM2 into the nucleolus and prevents p53 degradation. Active p53 activates p21, which binds to and inhibits CDKs and pRb, thus preventing the

Figure 11. p53 regulation and signaling pathways. The level of p53 is controlled by MDM2-p53 auto feedback loop. In response to various genotoxic stresses, p53 is expressed and stabilized, resulting in the accumulation of p53 in the nucleus and active downstream pathways. For example, p53 activates p21 which prevents the release of pRb from E2F and causing permanent cell cycle arrest. Alternatively, the p53-dependent pathway eliminates damaged cells through Bax involved apoptosis.
release of E2F from E2F-pRb and blocking the G1-S cell cycle transition. The p53-dependent pathway is involved in the maintenance of genomic stability by eliminating damaged cells, either by permanent cell cycle arrest or through apoptosis.

2.2.2 p53 mutation and Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts

Figure 12. p53 core domains: Bars indicate the position and their amplitude show the frequency of p53 mutants found in tumors. R248W, R175H and R273H are the three most frequent mutants.

Almost half of the human cancers harbor mutant p53 or lose wild type p53 expression. Over a thousand p53 mutations have been discovered and most of them lie within residues 100-300aa (Figure 12). Mutant p53 does not confer just a loss of function but also induces the gain of new oncogenic properties, promoting the development of malignant tumors [162]. Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) is a rare genetic condition caused by germline mutation of p53. Individuals with LFS are at a high risk of developing multiple primary tumors e.g. breast cancer, brain tumors, osteosarcoma, and soft tissue sarcoma. Fibroblasts isolated from LFS patients develop morphological changes, anchorage-independent growth, and chromosomal abnormalities [163]. Fibroblasts from Li-Fraumeni cancer patients (MDAH087 R248W) escape senescence, growing well beyond 35 population doubling (pd). R248W and R175H are the most frequent mutation hotspots. Most of the p53 mutations can be ascribed to two main classes: DNA binding-defective and conformational mutations. DNA binding-defective mutants lose the critical DNA binding capacity. R248W is the perfect example of this class of mutation, and it loses transcriptional activity as well. Conformational mutation can be described as loss of the DNA binding property and loss of the stable conformation, which might lead to unfolded secondary and tertiary structures. R175H provides the best example of conformational mutation [59], [164]. Both of these mutants are dominant-negative mutants which inhibit wtp53 function by forming a heteromeric complex with wtp53 [165]. Moreover, R248W is a so-called gain-of-function mutant with oncogenic properties. SAOS2 cells transfected with R248W p53 showed an
increased tumorigenic potential and enhanced plating efficiency in soft agar assay \[166\]. This oncogenic property can be inhibited by siRNAs specifically targeted to R248W, by restoring the functionality of p53 pathways \[167\]. Notably, SV40 Tag was found expressed in specimens of Li-Fraumeni syndrome, choroid plexus carcinoma (MDAH172, R175H) \[68\], and very recently, in half of the SV40 positive lymphoma samples carrying R248W mutant p53 \[76\].

2.3 Notch-1 Signaling and SV40 Infection

Notch-1 is a pleiotropic gene, which is involved in cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis. The activation of Notch-1 is species and cell type specific. HM are considered one of the least differentiated cell lineages in the human body. Our previous finding showed that Notch-1 induction is required for SV40-mediated transformation in HM and this induction is at the transcriptional level. Both Tag and tag are required for Notch-1 induction in a dose dependent manner \[98\]. SV40 tag is also involved in the regulation of Notch, Wnt and Hedgehog pathways, particularly by playing a role in the sensitization to Hedgehog pathway inhibitors \[134\]. These findings suggested that SV40 infection and Notch-1 signaling are highly correlated. According to other studies on HPV, Kaposi's sarcoma associated herpes virus (KSHV), adenovirus and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), Notch-1 signaling might have the general property for DNA tumor viruses. The Hes/Hey protein family, including HES1, HES5, HEY1, HEY2 and HEYL, are target genes of the Notch signaling pathway \[168\] and have been found overexpressed in different human cancers. The analysis of Notch-1 downstream gene products (i.e. Hes, Hey and HeyL-1) in response to viral infection may provide further understanding of the SV40 transformation mechanisms \[35\]. In astrocytes and in other glial cells, Notch-1 has been reported to mediate Ras-dependent astrocyte transformation \[169\] and is essential to maintain the phenotype of glial cells \[170\]. Over-expressed Notch-1 caused rat Schwann cell transformation \[171\].

2.4 Asbestos, Chronic Inflammation and Cancer

2.4.1 The carcinogenetic potential of asbestos and asbestos-like fibers

Asbestos is one of the most notorious carcinogens in the lung and pleura. "Asbestos" is a term used to describe six types of commercially used silicate minerals \[172\]. Asbestos fibers are divided into two different classes, serpentine and amphibole, and further distinguished based on their chemical composition (e.g. the percentage of iron, calcium and magnesium they contain) and crystalline structures \[2\]. Amphibole asbestos includes crocidolite (blue asbestos), amosite (brown asbestos), anthophyllite, actinolite and tremolite. Serpentine asbestos is chrysotile (white asbestos).

The carcinogenic potential of asbestos fibers has been linked to their physical and chemical composition. Normally, fibers with a length >4 \(\mu\)m are considered to have increased potential to induce pleural inflammation, probably due to an increased frustrated phagocytosis by alveolar
macrophages [173]. Carcinogenicity is also increased by prolonged biopersistence of asbestos fibers: amphibole fibers persist at sites of tumor development and if the exposure is prolonged, fiber concentration builds up. However, serpentine fibers are usually cleared from the lung [17]. In addition, the increased production of reactive oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen species (RNS) caused by the chemical composition of the fibers play an important role in inducing inflammation [174-176].

Higher risks of asbestos-related diseases have been found in asbestos professionals’ occupational exposure. Nevertheless, naturally occurring deposits of minerals composed with asbestos fibers are well-documented sources of “domestic” risk as opposed to “environmental” risk in the sense of macro-environmental air pollution: for example, the serpentine and tremolite deposits in New Caledonia [177,178] and the tremolite deposits in Turkey, Greece, Corsica and Cyprus [179].

Moreover, commercially used asbestos represents only a very small minority of naturally occurring fibers: almost 390 other fibrous minerals are present in nature. Other fibrous minerals are called “asbestos-like” fibers, which are not subject to any restrictive regulation. As a consequence, the number of cancers in asbestos professionals represents only a fraction of all the cancers associated with fiber exposure. For example, erionite has similar physical characteristics to asbestos [180], but is more “dangerous” than asbestos [181].

Besides the natural hazards, concerns are increasing regarding artificial fibers, such as carbon nanotubes. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes seem to have the potential to cause chronic inflammation and tumor initiation both in vitro and in vivo [182-184], and therefore constitute a novel class of potential hazards to human health.

### 2.4.2 Asbestos, chronic inflammation and cancer

Malignant mesothelioma (MM), lung cancer and laryngeal cancer are the most well recognized asbestos-associated tumor types. Recently, ovarian cancer has been associated with asbestos exposure as well [185,186]. Asbestos exposure occurs mainly through the airways, but asbestos fibers can also translocate from the lung interstitium via pulmonary lymph flow to the bloodstream and subsequently distribute to the whole body or via direct trans-mesothelial translocation [187]. The ovaries can be reached in either way, as they are in direct contact with the peritoneal membrane.

The molecular mechanisms behind all these asbestos-induced cancers are believed to be very similar. The different localizations are most likely due to a combination of extrinsic factors (e.g. type and size of the fibers), the presence of other risk factors (e.g. smoking or drinking) or comorbidities and individual genetic susceptibility.

The first reports that asbestos in vitro was cytotoxic to mesothelial and lung epithelial cells, rather than carcinogenic [188-190], lead to an apparent paradox, given the epidemiological evidences of its causative role in the vast majority of MM.
Figure 13 Asebtos causes necrotic death of human mesothelial cells, leading to the release of HMGB1 into the extracellular space. In macrophages, asbestos activates NALP3 inflammasome and, together with HMGB1, promotes subsequent secretion of TNF-α and IL-1β (1). Transformation of mesothelial cells is promoted by the presence of inflammatory pro-survival mediators in cells with asbestos-induced DNA damage and perturbation of signaling pathways (2). Lymphocytes act as sentinels in recognizing and eliminating continuously arising, nascent transformed cells (3, top), but asbestos induces reduction of tumor immunity (3, bottom). Established tumors secrete HMGB1 and cytokines to further promote cell growth (4).

Most of the asbestos fibers deposit along the airways after inhalation. The thin and long fibers have more possibilities to reach the alveoli, and further contact with alveolar macrophages [191]. In tissues, asbestos deposition is constantly associated with inflammatory infiltrate [100,192], via frustrated phagocytosis [193,194]. Meanwhile, a NALP3 inflammasome is activated by ROS generated by NAPDH oxidase [195] or through leakage of cathepsin B from lysosome to cytoplasm [196]. During this process, many cytokines are released. Interleukin (IL)-1β and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α have been proposed to play an important role in asbestos-induced carcinogenesis via a nuclear factor κ-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB)-dependent pathway [100,197]. Besides cytokines, damage-associated molecular pattern (DAMPs) molecules are either actively secreted by inflammatory cells, or passively released by dying cells to the intracellular space. DAMP
molecules like high-mobility group box protein 1 (HMGB1) are the endogenous activators of toll-like receptors (TLRs) [198]. Our group proved that HMGB1 has a crucial role both in MM pathogenesis [199] and progression [200]. In mesothelial cells, asbestos-exposure induces poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) activation, $H_2O_2$ secretion, ATP depletion, and HMGB1 translocation from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, and eventually into the extracellular space. The release of HMGB1 further promotes TNF-α secretion by macrophages, which protects mesothelial cells from asbestos-induced cytotoxicity [199]. Macrophages can also actively secrete HMGB1, thus reinforcing the signals in an autocrine loop [201].

Asbestos deregulates cell physiology through various routes. Asbestos is considered to be a weak mutagen [202]. Although asbestos can cause DNA mechanical damage [203] [204], its major damage is through ROS production [205,206]. Moreover, it has been shown that asbestos is able to absorb extracellular matrix proteins such as vitronectin, and this property promotes phagocytosis by mesothelial cells and increases intracellular oxidation [207] [208]. Furthermore, mitochondria are another target of asbestos fibers, which promote the ROS production [209]. Notably, oxidative stress has been shown to be a clastogenic factor in mesothelial carcinogenesis in rodents [210] and human MM [211]. Correspondingly, cell survival pathways are activated in defense of the cytotoxicity induced by asbestos [212], including the expression of activator protein-1 (AP-1) [213,214]; activation of growth factor receptors (e.g. epidermal and vascular endothelial growth factor receptors, EGFR and VEGFR); the subsequent extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT pathways [215-217] and NF-κB pathway as mentioned above [218-220]. Additionally, asbestos exposure has been linked to epigenetic modifications (methylation of specific loci) [221-223].

In conclusion, asbestos fibers induce a chronic inflammatory milieu, which stimulate pro-survival signals (e.g. TNF-α), induce DNA damage and profound alteration in signaling pathways, reduce tumor immunity, thus deregulating cancer immune surveillance.
CHAPTER 3

Tissue tropism of SV40 transformation of human cells: role of the viral regulatory region and of cellular oncogenes

3.1 Introduction

Simian Virus 40 (SV40) is a monkey virus that was isolated from polio vaccines in 1960 [15] and later from adenovirus vaccines, and has been reviewed in [6,24]. Soon after its identification, it was shown that SV40 was oncogenic in rodents where it causes mesothelioma, brain and bone tumors, lymphomas and undifferentiated sarcomas [22,25]. Individuals injected with SV40-contaminated vaccines developed neutralizing antibodies. Moreover individuals that received SV40-contaminated vaccines, orally or via intranasal spray, excreted infectious SV40 virions several weeks after vaccination [6,24]. Direct contact with monkeys can also cause SV40 infection in humans [25]. Vertical and horizontal transmissions have been postulated as an additional possible sources of infection [25].

Numerous studies have looked into the serum prevalence for SV40 in the human population [25]. The initial discordant results were attributed to poor sensitivity in the methodologies used to reliably distinguish between SV40, and the human polyomaviruses BKV and JCV [25]. A reliable serological assay has been developed recently. 2% of a cohort of 1,501 individuals were tested contained SV40-specific antibodies [224].

In the SV40 regulatory region there is a 72 bp element sequence that is unique to SV40 [24]. SV40 isolates from polio vaccines, monkeys and human tissues contained either one or two 72 bp elements: i) archetypal SV40, abbreviated here as 1ESV40, [SVCPC, CPT, CPP, CPC and Ep isolates] which contains one copy of the 72 bp element and ii) non-archetypal or wild-type SV40, abbreviated here as wtSV40 [SV40-776, Baylor and VA45-54 isolates] which has two 72 bp elements [6,24]. The terms non-archetypal SV40 and wtSV40 and archetypal SV40 and 1ESV40 are respectively used interchangeably in this manuscript (Figure 14).
SV40 DNA and proteins have been detected in about 50% of mesotheliomas, brain and bone tumors [24,25,61,82,225] and in some types of lymphoma [92,93,226]. Notably, SV40 sequences and Tag oncoprotein expression were found also in Li-Fraumeni Syndrome patients, harboring heterozygous p53 inactivating mutations [68]. No positive correlation between SV40 sequences and mutations of p53 or Rb tumor suppressor genes was found in human osteosarcomas [89,91]. In most cases of SV40 positive mesothelioma no p53 gene mutation was detected [227], in accordance with the mechanism described for SV40-mediated mesothelial cell transformation, which requires functional p53 [26]. However, some studies have failed to identify SV40 in these tumor types, or – more often – have detected SV40 only in about 5% of these tumors: these conflicting findings have led to a controversy over the possible role of SV40 in human cancer, as reviewed in [225].

Two theories have been proposed to address the discrepancies about the prevalence of SV40 in human tumor samples: according to what we will call “theory 1,” the geographical differences caused by the proven uneven distribution of SV40-contaminated polio vaccines around the world [6] and the different technical approaches used in various laboratories led to the different rates of detection [225]. According to what we will call “theory 2,” the detection of SV40 in human specimens was caused by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) contamination, when PCR was used, or by the use of non-specific antibodies, when SV40 large T antigen (Tag) was detected in these tumors or when ELISA assays were used, or probes, when in situ hybridization was used [225].

Intriguingly, DNA sequencing of the virus genome detected in human tumors revealed that archetypal SV40 (1ESV40), which contains one 72 bp element in the regulatory region was mostly detected in human brain tumors, including astrocytomas [24,25]. By contrast, non-archetypal SV40 (wtSV40) was most often detected in human mesothelioma [24,25]. Two hypotheses were formulated to address this finding; each one derived by the proponents of “theory 1” or “theory 2.” One hypothesis is that 1ESV40 and wtSV40 have different tissue tropism. The differences in tissue
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**Figure 14 Regulation region of Archetypal (upper) or Non-Archetypal SV40 (lower)**
tropism could be related to the infectious virus or to the cell type or to both. If this hypothesis is correct it would support “theory 1” (see above). The second hypothesis comes from the proponents of “theory 2” and proposes that because different laboratories are contaminated with different SV40 isolates they will detect one or two 72 bp elements in whatever set of samples they are analyzing: in other words, that the “specific” association is in fact caused by “specific” PCR contamination. Because plasmids containing SV40 sequences have been used in many laboratories, there is a rationale to support this theory [225].

In this chapter, we present a set of experiments that were designed to investigate the possible biological reasons that might cause a specific viral tissue tropism. Our results address these two opposing theories. Below is a summary of general background information necessary to understand the design of these experiments.

Tag and the small t antigen (tag) are the two SV40 oncogenes [24,25]. When their coding sequences are under the control of a heterologous promoter, virtually any cell type can be transformed [24,25]. This is in sharp contrast with the observation that most human cell types are lysed and only rarely become transformed following SV40 infection – with the notable exception of HM that are susceptible to SV40 transformation [24,25]. Our hypothesis was that tissue tropism might be triggered by the virus regulatory regions. Notably, cell type-specific differences in the expression levels of some host protein(s) that are known to play a key role in SV40 oncogenesis [25], such as Notch-1 [98] and c-Met [96], might influence tissue tropism. To test this hypothesis, we infected primary HM and primary Ast with two different strains of SV40 (776 and Baylor), carrying either one or two 72 bp elements. In both cases the viruses differ only by the duplication of the element, while they share the remaining sequences, including the Tag carboxy-terminal end. We studied the outcomes of the infection and the expression of c-Met and Notch-1 and downstream effectors in these cells.

Our results reveal that all viruses transformed Ast, while HM were transformed only by viruses carrying two enhancer elements, either 776 or Baylor strains. Intracellular signaling of c-Met and Notch-1 was higher in non-archetypal SV40 than in 1ESV40-infected HM. The biological effects of viral infection were influenced by the number of 72 bp repeats present (archetypal vs. non-archetypal configuration) and were not influenced by the viral strain (776 vs. Baylor). Our results provide a biological rationale for the finding that 1ESV40 is prevalently detected in brain tumors and non-archetypal SV40 in mesotheliomas.
3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Cell culture

Human primary mesothelial (HM) cells were derived from pleural or peritoneal effusions of patients pathologically diagnosed free of malignancy at the Queen’s Medical Center in Honolulu, Hawaii. Human primary astrocytes (Ast) were purchased from Cambrex Bio Science Walkersville Inc. (Chicago, IL), or from Lonza Walkersville Inc. (MD, USA). Monkey kidney fibroblasts CV-1 were purchased from ATCC. All cells were maintained in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), except HM which were cultured in DMEM containing 20% FBS.

3.2.2 Viral procedures.

776 and Baylor SV40 strains, with different enhancer elements, were used here. The 776/1E was derived from the 776/wt, by partial digestion of plasmid pBRSV2X72, and between the two viruses no other sequences than the regulatory region, including the Tag carboxy-terminal domain, were modified [228]. Baylor/2E arose from a tissue culture adaptation of the natural archetypal SV40 (Baylor/1E), by duplication of the 72 bp element of the viral regulatory region. In this variant no modifications were found in the carboxy-terminal domain of Tag [88]. Viruses were propagated in CV-1 cells, purified by ultracentrifugation on a sucrose layer and resuspended in DMEM. Virus titer was determined on CV-1 cells, by using Tag immunohistochemistry [229]. Virus infection was carried out for three hours with occasional shaking and cells were grown in DMEM with 10% FBS. In this dissertation, 72 hours post-infection is defined “early infection” and passage numbers are counted from the appearance of “flat foci”. Cells were split every three days.

The release of virus particles from transformed cells was indirectly estimated by cell viability assay, MTT (Roche Diagnostics, Cat No 11465007001, Indianapolis, IN) of CV-1 target cells. CV-1 permissive monkey cells were incubated with the conditioned medium of HM and Ast transformed by the different viruses were collected at passages 4-8 after "flat foci” formation. After 96 h incubation MTT assay was used to measure cell viability, as indicator of cell lysis induced by the presence of viral particles in the conditioned media.

3.2.3 DNA copy number calculation

1) Molecular weight of DNA base pair = 618 g/mol by average.
2) Molecular weight of DNA = 1.98x10^{12} g/mol. There are approximately 3.2x10^{9} bp in a haploid cell. Thus, (3.2x10^{9} bp) x 618 g/mol = 1.98x10^{12} g/mol.
3) Quantity of DNA in a haploid cell = approximately 3 pg. Molecular weight of DNA x 1/Avogadro's number = quantity of DNA; 1.98X10^{12} g/mol x [1mole/ (6.02X10^{23})] = 3.3 x 10^{-12} g = 3.3 pg.
4) DNA content of one diploid cell = 3.3 pg x 2 = 6.6 pg.
5) 1 ng DNA = approximately 150 cells. 1 ng / 6.6 pg/cell = 152 cells.
6) Real time PCR product DNA copy number \( N_c = N_0 \times 2^C \) (cycle number) [230]

3.2.4 Real-time PCR.

DNA was extracted by using DNeasy Blood & tissue kit (Cat No 69504, Qiagen, Valencia, MD) following conditions recommended by the manufacturer, and amplified using the iCycler iQ system, BioRad (Hercules, CA). In brief, 10 ng of DNA were added to SYBR Green Supermix, BioRad (Cat No 170-8882, Hercules, CA). The sequences of the forward and reverse primers were as follows: SV40 (product size 234 bp), 5'-aactgaggtatttgcttctc-3' (4924-4907 relative to SV40 776 AF316139) and 5'-aagtaaggtttctccaaaga-3' (4680-4710); Luciferase pGL4.10 (product size 168 bp), 5'-cactctcgtgactcccccatt-3' and 5'-tgaactgaatccgacacaagc-3'. GAPDH (product size 190 bp), 5'-tgtgtatcgagatagctgac-3' and 5'-atgcctttctccggtc-3'. Hes-1 5'-tcaacagacacggtataaa-3' and 5'-cgcagcagctactcttc-3'. Hey-1 5'-tgatcacctgaaatgtg-3' and 5'-tttgtagtgatgcagaa-3'. HeyL-1 5'-ccgagacagttgaat-3' and 5'-caagcgcgtgccctgaagta-3'. RNA was prepared by Trizol extraction method, Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) followed by DNase I treatment. Primers used for RNA amplification of SV40 early protein Tag (product size 156 bp) were 5'-ggaactgatgaatgggagcag-3' (4559-4539) and 5'-gaactgatggagaagc-3'. VP1 mRNA (product size 91 bp) were 5'-acccctagaaacggtgctgtc-3' and 5'-tgcccatcaccctctctc-3'. Each RNA sample was normalized by GAPDH amplification of a 150 bp fragment using primers 5'-gagacatcctcactccagac-3' and 5'-catgtaggtgactgaag-3'. QuantiTect SYBR Green RT-PCR kit, Qiagen (Cat No 204243, Valencia, MD) was used to amplify RNA template.

3.2.5 Southern hybridization.

Extracted DNA was completely digested with restriction enzymes and loaded onto 1% agarose gel, transferred to nylon membranes and then hybridized with a \( ^{32} \)P-labeled SV40-probe as previously described [98].

3.2.6 Immunological and Biochemical assays.

Immunohistochemistry was performed on cells grown on chamber slides. Cells were fixed in acetone for 20 minutes and incubated with 1:50 dilution of Tag antibody, Calbiochem (Cat No DP01, San Diego, CA) and processed using the VECTASTAIN ABC kit, Vector Laboratories, Inc. (Cat No PK-6102, Burlingame, CA). For immunoblotting, Tag antibody Pab 101, Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA) was used. Antibodies against Met (C-28), Notch 1 (C-20)-R were from Santa
Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA). Antibody against p-Akt/T308 (Cat 4056S) and against Akt (Cat 9272) were from Cell Signaling (Boston, MA).

3.2.7 Reporter assay.

**Construction of reporter plasmids:** We prepared four reporter constructs to be used in a luciferase reporter assay. The different plasmids, according to the different subcloned sequences were: p1 - SV40 early promoter with one copy of the 72 bp enhancer element; p2 - SV40 early promoter with two copies of the 72 bp enhancer element; p3 - SV40 late promoter with one copy of the 72 bp enhancer element; p4 - SV40 late promoter with two copies of the 72 bp enhancer element. The SV40 promoter region, based on the NCBI gene bank database, starts at position 250 and extends upstream, over the position ending at position -5,197. It includes the TATA box, three 21 bp repeats and one or two 72 bp repeats (Figure 15A). We amplified the sequence from position -5,164 downstream to position -383, by PCR amplification and inserted the fragment into pGL4.10 vector using SacI and XhoI restriction sites. As a consequence, the firefly luciferase gene was positioned under the control of the two SV40 regulatory regions, containing one or two 72 bp elements, in two opposite directions (Figure 15B). The constructs used represented the early gene promoters (p1 and p2) or the late gene promoters (p3 and p4). Early promoters are responsible for the expression of Tag and tag. Late promoters lead to VPs capsid protein expression (Figure 15B). The sequence of the regulatory regions was from the SV40 776 strain, starting immediately upstream the ATG codon for early proteins and encompassing the first intron of the VPs capsid proteins gene. The intron was included because of its role in transcriptionally regulating late protein expression [231],[62],[232].

**Reporter assay:** Different SV40 regulatory regions were subcloned into pGL4.10 firefly luciferase reporter vector, Promega (Cat No E6651, Madison, WI) and verified by sequencing. Cells (HM and Ast) were seeded at a density of 3.5x10⁴ cells per well in 48-well dishes, 24 hours prior to transfection. Transient transfection was carried out with a total of 345 ng of DNA that included 45 ng of Renilla luciferase reporter vector phRL-TK, Promega (Cat E6251, Madison, WI) driven by the CMV promoter as an internal standard, for monitoring transfection efficiency. The promoter-less pGL4.10 was used as a background control. Cells were exposed to DNA-LipofectAMINE, Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA) preparation for six hours, and then transferred to the appropriate culture media. Standard dual luciferase assay reagents measured firefly and Renilla luciferase reporter gene expression, Promega (Madison, WI) at 36 and 48 hours post-transfection, when the fluctuation of luciferase activity fell within a 0.5 fold variation. Plasmids expressing Tag and tag under the control of CMV promoter (pEarly) was described previously (Figure 15) [98].
Figure 15 Reporter gene constructs: A) Diagrammatic representation of the SV40 promoter region and the corresponding sequence cloned into pGL4.10 (B) Schematic illustration of the four reporter constructs (plasmids): p1 and p2 contain the early promoter, p3 and p4 the late promoter.
3.2.8 **Cell proliferation.**

Proliferation curves were obtained by plating $8 \times 10^4$ cells in triplicate in 12-well dishes. At one, two, three and four days after plating, cells were counted.

3.2.9 **Anchorage independence assays.**

Growth in soft agar: For each T25 flask, a total number of $10^5$ cells were seeded in three ml of 0.3\% agar in DMEM containing 10\% of fetal bovine serum on top of 0.6\% agar in DMEM-FBS in a T25 flask. Agar was allowed to solidify and cells were incubated for 21 days before counting colonies. Each colony was initially identified when counting 15 cells or more and final identification was based on progressive growth.

Growth on polyHEMA coated plates: Cell culture plates were coated as described previously [233], and were seeded into each well of a 96-well plate at densities of 4,000 cells for HM, HM/1E, and HM/wt, and 1,500 cells for Ast, Ast/1E, and Ast/wt. Following various time periods, 10 $\mu$l of MTT, Roche Diagnostics (Cat No 11465007001, Indianapolis, IN) was added and further incubated for three hours, followed by solubilization overnight. The absorbance was measured at 595 nm wavelength using a microplate reader. Statistical evaluation was performed by the Student’s t-test.

3.2.10 **Notch-1 silencing.**

For silencing experiments on mesothelial cells, Notch-1 siRNA oligonucleotides from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (Cat sc-36095, Santa Cruz, CA) were used and were transfected according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For astrocytes, pshN1-DEST (shN1) expressing a hairpin targeting Notch-1 [234] and mock control pDEST(pLenti) were packaged into lentivirus following manufacturer’s recommendation, Invitrogen (K497500, Carlsbad, CA). Notch-1 knockdown was verified by immunoblotting at day four and day seven post-transduction, respectively.

3.3 **Results**

3.3.1 **Astrocytes and mesothelial cells are differentially susceptible to wtSV40 and 1ESV40.**

To compare the infectivity of archetypal and non-archetypal SV40, primary HM and primary Ast were seeded on chamber slides and infected with equal amounts of two different SV40 virus strains (776 and Baylor). Both viruses carried either one copy of the enhancer element (1ESV40: 776/1E, Baylor/1E) or two copies of the enhancer element (wtSV40: 776/wt, Baylor/2E). The virus titer was determined on permissive CV-1 monkey cells as previously described [229]. Three days post-infection, a percentage ranging from 40\% to 80\% of SV40 Tag positive cells was detected in HM and Ast infected with 1ESV40 and wtSV40 at MOI (multiplicity of infection) of 10 plaque-forming units
No differences were observed in the number of Tag positive cells in HM and Ast cultures when infected with wtSV40 or with 1ESV40 (Supplementary Figure 16 B). Cells infected with 1ESV40 and wtSV40 displayed a comparable amount of SV40 DNA, as determined by real-time PCR, 24 hours post-infection (data not shown). These results indicate that the two viruses (1ESV40 and wtSV40) have equal ability to infect HM and Ast.

![Figure 16](image)

**Figure 16** Equal infectivity of two virus strains (1ESV40 and wtSV40). (A) Representative Tag staining of HM and Ast human primary cells, 72 hours post-infection, original magnification x100. (B) Number of Tag positively stained cells in triplicate experiments 72 hours post-infection. Cells were infected at a MOI of 10 per cell. Standard deviation of three separate experiments.
Figure 17 SV40 infection induces changes in the morphology of HM and Ast. Two weeks post infection, both wtSV40 and 1ESV40 caused “morphological transformation” of HM and Ast in tissue culture (i.e., upon infection, the cells become spindle and refrangent and form “flat foci,” where cells are particularly dense without forming a tridimensional piling-up focus). “Flat foci” were rare in flasks containing HM infected with 1ESV40. Original magnifications, 40x.
Upon SV40 infection at MOI of 10, both HM and Ast underwent morphological changes (Figure 17) and "flat foci" developed two weeks post-infection. These "flat foci" were collected with a pipette tip and propagated in culture. SV40-mediated transformation is mainly a function of Tag [24]. Thus, we tested whether different amounts of Tag mRNA and protein were produced in early stages (72 hours post-infection) of infection in HM and in Ast. The levels of expression of Tag, determined by quantitative Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT-PCR) and by Western blotting, were higher in early infections with both strains of non-archetypal SV40 than in those infected with 1ESV40 (Figure 18A, B). We anticipated that the higher levels of Tag detected in non-archetypal SV40 infections would correlate with a higher efficiency of cellular transformation compared to 1ESV40 infections.

Strikingly, only HM infected by non-archetypal SV40 (776/wt, Baylor/2E) formed colonies in soft agar; HM infected by 1ESV40 (776/1E, Baylor/1E) did not (Figure 19). Instead, Ast infected by either 1ESV40 and non-archetypal SV40, irrespective of the strain used, formed colonies in soft agar. Colony formation in soft agar is regarded as a measure of in vitro malignant transformation [35], thus 1ESV40 was able to cause malignant transformation of Ast but not of HM, a finding that appeared to support the observation that 1ESV40 was detected prevalently in brain tumors and not in mesothelioma. Ast transformed by 776/wt or Baylor/2E formed significantly more colonies than those transformed by 776/1E or Baylor/1E (p = 0.03 or p ≤ 0.0001 respectively), and Ast transformed by 776/1E or Baylor/1E formed significantly more colonies than HM transformed by 776/wt or Baylor/2E (p = 0.007 or p = 0.0003 respectively; Table 1).
Figure 18 Seventy-two hours postinfection, Tag is highly expressed in wtSV40-infected HM and Ast. The levels of Tag in HM and Ast infected by wtSV40 of both 776 and Baylor strains are higher than in 1ESV40-infected cells. (A) qRT-PCR of Tag in cells 72 hours post-infection with the different viruses. Asterisks indicate significant differences between the amounts of Tag mRNA expressed by different cells, as indicated. (B) Western blots showing amounts of Tag protein produced 72 hours post-infection with wtSV40 or 1ESV40 in both HM and Ast.
Figure 19 SV40-induced transformation in human cells. Growth in soft agar: after cells were infected with the different viruses, 1x10^4 cells from cultures propagated from foci were seeded on 0.3% to 0.6% agar in DMEM 10% FBS. Statistical significance: Ast 776/wt versus Ast 776/1E (P = 0.03); Ast Baylor/2E versus Ast Baylor/1E (P ≤ 0.0001); Ast 776/wt versus HM 776/wt (P = 0.007); and Ast Baylor/2E versus HM Baylor/2E (P = 0.0003). 1ESV40 causes transformation of Ast but not HM. This experiment was repeated five times on each of two primary HM and Ast from separate donors.

Together, these results revealed that Ast are much more susceptible to SV40-mediated transformation than HM. It is possible that higher levels of Tag expression induced by non-archetypal SV40 infection are required to transform HM, while the lower levels of Tag mRNA and protein, produced by 1ESV40 infection, are sufficient to transform Ast.
3.3.2 Higher amounts of Tag in wtSV40 infected cells are linked to transcription / translation regulation rather than DNA amplification

Infectious SV40 particles have been rescued from patient biopsies suggesting that the virus is not integrated in the tumor cell genome or at least that some virus remains episomal [225]. This finding is in accordance with the observation that SV40 remains largely episomal in human mesothelial cells infected in tissue culture [123] [99]. In the experiments described here, HM and Ast contained episomal SV40 and showed no detectable viral integration in early tissue culture passages (Figure 20). However, integration of SV40 was observed after passage ten (data not shown). This finding supports a role for the episomal virus in initiating and maintaining cellular transformation, at least during early passages in tissue culture.

**Figure 20 episomal SV40 is detected.** Southern blot analysis did not reveal any hybridization signal corresponding to high molecular weight DNA and no unexpected bands were observed after digestion with different restriction enzymes. \(^{32}\)P-dCTP labeled SV40 genome (5243 bp) was hybridized to the blot and imprinted with uncut and cellular DNA cut with different enzymes. The expected bands after restriction enzyme digestion for episomal SV40 genome are: single band of 5243 bp for BamHI, EcoRI and KpnI cut; two bands of 1216 bp and 4027 bp for PstI cut; four bands for HindIII, sized as 526 bp (faint band), overlapped 780 bp, 785 bp, and 1169 bp. The position of intact genomic DNA is indicated by an arrow. Illustrated here are HM infected with wtSV40 at passage nine. No high molecular weight (integrated) DNA, nor bands with unexpected low molecular weights were detected. Similar results were observed on HM/1E, Ast/1E and Ast/wt from passage five to nine – *i.e.*, high molecular weight bands – became detectable after passage ten. The results indicate that during early passages the majority or totality of SV40 is episomal and that integration in some cells occurs upon propagation in tissue culture.
We compared the SV40 viral load in HM 776/1E (HM infected with 1ESV40) and in HM 776/wt (HM infected with wtSV40) by quantification of SV40 DNA copy number using qRT-PCR. Serial dilutions of SV40 plasmid were used as a standard curve and DNA loading was normalized using GAPDH DNA copy number. The copy number profile along with the different passages revealed a decrease of viral load after a peak of virus replication, both in HM 776/1E and in HM 776/wt as they were propagated in tissue culture. The results showed that HM infected by either 1ESV40 or wtSV40 had similar amounts of viral loads and kinetics (Figure 21A). Comparable amounts in SV40 copy numbers and a similar profile of viral replication were also observed in 1ESV40 infected Ast (Ast/1E) and non-archetypal SV40 infected Ast (Ast/wt) (Figure 21B).

**Figure 21 SV40 DNA copy numbers in cells infected with wtSV40 and 1ESV40.** qRT-PCR of SV40 DNA present in infected cells at different passages post-infection, using a serial dilution of SV40 plasmid as standard curve. DNA loading was normalized by GAPDH. Based on the notion that 1 ng of genomic DNA = 150 cells, we calculated the approximate SV40 DNA copy number per single cell. SV40 DNA copy numbers for A) HM/1E and HM/wt and B) Ast/1E and Ast/wt. Tissue culture passage numbers are: p1, p3, p7, p8 for SV40 infected HM and p1, p3, p10 for SV40 infected Ast. Cells were split every three days.
Figure 22 Levels of Tag and VP1 mRNA (left panel) and protein (right panel) in HM and Ast infected with wtSV40 and 1ESV40 (passage 3). Tag levels were higher in HM and Ast infected with wtSV40 compared to 1ESV40-infected cells. VP1 transcripts and proteins did not show detectable differences.

To verify the production of SV40 infectious viral particles, we exposed monkey CV-1 cells, susceptible to SV40 productive infection, to the supernatants collected from HM and Ast infected cells at passage four and thereafter, soon after the peak of viral DNA production occurred in infected cells (Figure 21). Compared to Tag levels detected 72 hours post-infection (i.e. before cells become transformed), HM/wt and Ast/wt showed higher expression levels of Tag mRNA and protein compared to HM/1E and Ast/1E. VP1 late gene transcripts and protein expression did not show significant differences among cells infected with 1ESV40 and non-archetypal SV40 (Figure 22). These results suggested that the 72 bp elements influenced transcriptional regulation.
**Figure 23 Viral release.** CV-1 permissive cells were incubated with the conditioned medium of cultures at passages four to eight after infection, when transformation may occur, and cell viability was evaluated by MTT to assess the release of viral particles. SHML4: an established SV40-transformed HM cell line (over one hundred passages), where virus release is barely detectable. This experiment was repeated three times (each time, n = 4). Bars: standard deviation. Asterisks indicate significant difference compared to passage four (P ≤ 0.0001).

The conditioned medium of an established transformed mesothelial cell line (SHML4, passed in tissue culture more than 100 times) was tested as well. Ast/wt and HM infected with non-archetypal SV40 (HM/wt) and Ast/1E released a constant amount of viruses along all passages (i.e., as measured by CV-1 induced cell lysis). Instead, the cytotoxicity induced by HM 776/1E conditioned media increased during passage in tissue culture (Figure 23). These data correlated with the observation that 1ESV40 did not induce HM transformation (Figure 19). Only very limited cell lysis was induced by supernatants derived from SHML4 (Figure 23; i.e., rarely, about 1% of cells developed the classic SV40-induced vacuoles, indicative of productive infection that leads to cell lysis, not shown).
3.3.3 The 72 bp elements enhance transcription of SV40 early genes

To verify the possible impact of the different number of the 72 bp sequence on the transcriptional activity of 1ESV40 and wtSV40, four gene reporter constructs were prepared. The firefly luciferase gene was positioned under the control of the two SV40 regulatory regions, containing one or two 72 bp elements, in two opposite directions. The four resulting plasmids mimicked the early gene promoters (p1 and p2) or the late genes promoters (p3 and p4), driving the expression of Tag and tag early proteins and of VPs capsid proteins, respectively (Figure 15). The sequence of the regulatory regions was from the SV40 776 strain [6,24,99], starting immediately upstream of the ATG codon for early proteins and encompassing the first intron of the VPs capsid proteins gene. The intron was included because of its role in transcriptionally regulating late protein expression [24,232]. Reporter plasmids were transfected in HM and Ast and luciferase activity was measured 36 and 48 hours post-transfection. The luminescent signals were normalized to the copy number of transfected plasmids, determined by the internal standard Renilla luciferase reporter, as described in Materials and Methods.

The non-archetypal SV40 constructs p2 and p4 (Figure 15), with two 72 bp elements, enhanced the transcription of early and late promoters respectively in both cell types, as compared to the 1ESV40 p1 and p3 plasmids, carrying only one 72 bp sequence. Notably, the ratio between early promoter activities (p1/p2) was similar in HM and Ast (Figure 24). These results suggest that the 72 bp consensus sequence acts as an amplifier of the transcriptional enhancer activity.
SV40 Tag protein binds cooperatively to three tandem sites at the regulatory region of SV40 DNA [24,232]. We verified the Tag regulatory activity by co-transfecting the reporter plasmids described above (Figure 15) with the pEarly plasmid, which constitutively expresses Tag [98]. Luciferase activity was measured as described above. The constitutive expression of recombinant Tag led to a further and relevant increase of promoter activity of the early constructs p1 and p2 in both HM and Ast cells, but not of the late constructs p3 and p4 (Figure 25). These results reveal that in the presence of high levels of Tag, the 72 bp element retains the function of transcription amplifier for the early promoters which are the promoters associated with the virus transforming activity. This evidence of the enhancer function for the 72 bp element supports previous findings [235].
Figure 25 Co-transfection of the pEarly plasmid1,3 with the reporter constructs strongly activates early promoters in HM and Ast cells (compared to the results in Figure 24). Results were reproducible in two separate primary HM and Ast. In all reporter assays, the y-axis values are normalized by luciferase gene copy number, according to the ratio of the luciferase activity of firefly versus that of Renilla internal standard. Each value is subtracted from the background signal of cells transfected with the promoterless control pGL4.10.

3.3.4 Differential targeting of Met and Notch1 in infected cells

1ESV40 and non-archetypal SV40 induced malignant transformation of Ast in soft agar, while only non-archetypal SV40 transformed HM; HM/1E did not grow in soft agar. We hypothesized that Ast might have some biological feature that makes them more susceptible to SV40-mediated transformation.

To address this hypothesis, we examined the expression and signaling of c-Met (Hepatocyte Growth Factor receptor) and Notch-1 in HM and Ast. These receptors are specifically activated by SV40 infection and contribute to SV40-mediated malignant transformation [96,98,236].

Non-archetypal SV40 infection of HM and Ast induced an increase of c-Met and Notch-1 expression. 1ESV40 infection of Ast induced similar changes in c-Met and Notch-1 expression (Figure 26 A). Instead, in HM infected with 1ESV40, Notch-1 was not induced and only a slight increase in c-Met expression was observed (Figure 26A). Notably, the levels of c-Met and Notch-1 seem specifically targeted by SV40, since the expression of another tyrosine kinase receptor expressed in HM and Ast, the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR), was not influenced (Figure
We found that the Akt-1 kinase – a downstream effector of c-Met – was phosphorylated (activated) in SV40-infected cells (Figure 26B). The Akt protein levels were not influenced by SV40 infection, indicating that the increased kinase activity was not due to transcriptional regulation. Phosphatase and Tensin Homolog (PTEN) expression – a known regulator of the PI3K/Akt/mTor axis – was not influenced by SV40 infection (Figure 26B) suggesting that in SV40-infected human cells c-Met was the main regulator of Akt.

Figure 26 SV40 infection induction of c-Met and Notch-1 is cell type and viral type dependent. (A) Immunoblotting analysis for SV40 Tag, c-Met, and Notch-1 in transformed HM (left) and Ast (right), 72 hours after infection. Infection with either virus leads to induction of c-Met and Notch-1; EGFR was not influenced. Please note the different position of lanes “1E” and “wt” in HM (left) and Ast (right) blots. (B) Immunoblotting analysis of p-Akt (i.e., Akt activity) and of total protein expression for Akt-1 (c-Met downstream pathway) and PTEN (Akt regulator) and total protein expression of c-Myc (Notch-1 downstream pathway). SV40-induced Akt-1 activity and c-Myc expression while PTEN was unaltered. GAPDH was used as loading control. (A and B) mo = mockinfected cells; wt = wtSV40-infected cells; 1E = 1ESV40-infected cells.
The expression of the Notch-1 transcriptional target c-Myc was notably higher in HM/wt compared to HM/1E. Instead, in Ast 1ESV40 infection induced higher amounts of c-Myc protein than wtSV40 (Figure 26B). We verified this unexpected finding by testing the expression of additional downstream Notch-1 targets, HEY-1, HES-1 and HEYL-1. Quantitative Real-Time PCR revealed that the basal level of Notch-1 signaling was higher in HM than in Ast. In Ast, 1ESV40 induced HEY-1, HES-1 and HEYL more efficiently than wt/SV40. Instead, in HM, HEY-1, HES-1, and HEY-L were induced more efficiently by wtSV40 (Figure 27). These findings matched the different changes observed in the expression of c-Myc upon infection with the two viruses. Together, these results uncovered cell-type specific responses of Notch-1 signaling in response to infection with non-archetypal and 1ESV40 (Figure 27). Non-archetypal SV40 induced Notch-1 signaling more efficiently in HM compared to Ast; in contrast 1ESV40 induced Notch-1 in Ast but not in HM.

Figure 27 qRT-PCR analysis of HEY-1, HES-1, and HEY-L, the major Notch-1 signal transduction effectors in HM and Ast. M: uninfected cells; wt: cells infected with wt SV40; 1E: cells infected with 1ESV40. Note the different cell type-dependent effects on Notch-1 expression caused by infection with wtSV40 and 1ESV40.

We have previously shown that Notch-1 activation is a critical requirement for wtSV40-mediated transformation of HM [98]. Thus, we tested the hypothesis that the inability of 1ESV40 to induce Notch-1 in HM was related to the inability of 1ESV40 to transform these cells.

3.3.5 Notch-1 determines survival of cells grown in suspension.

We tested whether Notch-1 expression was required for anchorage-independent growth (a test used to measure transformation in tissue culture) of SV40-infected HM and Ast. To test this hypothesis, we grew cells in suspension by plating them on an anti-adhesive polymer poly (2-hydroxyethyl) methacrylate (polyHEMA) coated plates. Primary HM and Ast cells did not grow on polyHEMA plates, according to the MTT assay (data not shown). HM transformed with wtSV40
(HM/wt) and Ast transformed by wtSV40 (Ast/wt) grew on polyHEMA. HM/1E did not grow on polyHEMA and the MTT assay showed a marked decrease in cell viability. Ast/1E showed some moderate growth on polyHEMA (Figure 28A). Immunoblotting analysis was performed on HM and Ast 72 hours after SV40 infection, in the different growth conditions. Compared to attached (A) cells, HM and Ast in polyHema (H) had lower amounts of Tag and c-Met. Instead, Notch-1 expression was increased in HM/wt and in HM/1E grown in polyHema. The type of growth did not influence the high levels of Notch-1 detected in SV40-infected Ast (Figure 28B).

Figure 28 Growth curves and oncogene expression of HM and Ast when grown attached or in suspension. (A) HM (left panel) and Ast (right panel). HM/1E showed a decrease of the MTT reading in polyHEMA-coated plates. HM/wt, Ast/wt, and Ast/1E showed sustained or increased MTT values when grown in polyHEMA. Seventy-two hours after infection, HM (left) were seeded at a density of 4x10³/well in a 96-well plate, and Ast (right) were seeded at a density of 1.5x10³/well to accommodate the fast growing Ast/wt. On day one, the y-axis values of HM/1E-hema and Ast/1E-hema were denoted as 1; the y-axis values on the following days represent the ratio of the MTT readout relative
to day one. Experiments were performed in triplicate. Solid lines (—) = attached growth; dotted lines (---) = growth on polyHema; black square (■) = cells infected with wtSV40; white circle (○) = cells infected with 1ESV40. (B) Immunoblotting analysis performed on day two in cells grown in polyHEMA (H) or attached (A). Note the decrease in Tag and c-Met expression in cells grown in polyHEMA. HM show an increase in Notch-1 expression in cells grown in polyHEMA.

We tested the hypothesis that acquired capability of SV40 HM and Ast infected cells to grow in suspension was related to the expression of Notch-1. We performed gene silencing experiments by transfecting HM/wt and HM/1E with siRNA oligonucleotides specifically targeting Notch-1 (see Materials and Methods). Western blotting showed that Notch-1 expression was specifically and markedly reduced 48 hours after transfection with siRNAs targeting Notch-1 mRNA (Figure 29A). Viability of HM silenced for Notch-1 expression was evaluated by the MTT assay, in both attached and polyHEMA growth conditions. The growth of HM/wt in attached conditions was not reduced by Notch-1 silencing during the first 72 hours after transfection; thereafter the growth curve started to decrease. When grown in polyHEMA (cells in suspension), silencing of Notch-1 reduced the ability of HM/wt infected cells to grow from day one. Notch-1 silencing in HM/1E did not influence cell growth regardless of the growth conditions (Figure 29B), a finding that was in accordance with the negligible Notch-1 expression in HM upon 1ESV40 infection (Figure 26A).
Figure 29 Role of Notch-1 in SV40-mediated transformation of HM and Ast. (A) Notch-1 silencing in HM infected with wtSV40 and 1ESV40. Western blotting was performed 48 hours after transfection with Notch-1 siRNA (si-N1) or with “scrambled” control oligonucleotide (si-ctrl). Note the reduction of Notch-1 expression in cells transfected with si-N1. GAPDH was used as the loading control. (B) Cell viability was measured by the MTT assay in triplicate. HM, 72 hours after infection with 1ESV40 and wtSV40, were analyzed 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours after transfection with siRNA oligonucleotides. Solid lines (—) = attached growth; dotted lines (- - -) = growth on polyHema; black square (■) = cells transfected with “scrambled” control siRNA; white circle (○) = cells transfected with Notch-1 siRNA. (C) Immunoblotting analysis performed on day seven after lentivirus transduction, in cells grown in polyHEMA (H) or attached (A). Specific knockdown of Notch-1 in Ast/wt cells is shown, as c-Met expression (control) is not affected. (D) Cell viability (MTT) assay was done in triplicate, as in B, upon Notch-1 knockdown. Ast/wt cells showed decrease of anchorage-independent growth and proliferation. Solid lines (—) = attached growth; dotted lines (- - -) = growth on polyHema; black square (■) = cells transduced by control pLenti vector; white circle (○) = cells transduced with Notch-1 shRNA.

When using siRNAs we could not significantly reduce Notch-1 in non-archetypal SV40 and in 1ESV40-infected Ast (data not shown), a result that we attributed to the high levels of Notch-1 expression in these cells (Figure 28). Therefore, Notch-1 knock-down was performed in Ast/wt using
shRNA delivered by lentivirus, as described in Material and Methods. When using the lentiviral system we were able to reduce Notch-1 expression to levels equivalent to the reduction observed when using siRNA in HM (Figure 29C). Using the MTT assay, we measured attached cell viability in Notch-1-silenced Ast, and we detected a marked reduction in cell viability, starting 48 hours after silencing. In Ast grown in polyHEMA, Notch-1 knock-down markedly impaired their ability to grow, indicating that the growth of these cells is dependent on SV40-induced Notch-1 expression (Figure 29D). Similar results were obtained with Ast/1E cells after Notch-1 knock-down (data not shown). This is in accordance with the comparable levels of Notch-1 induced by wtSV40 and 1ESV40 in Ast.

These results demonstrate the role of Notch-1 in promoting cell survival, especially when cells are grown in suspension, and provide a possible explanation of the unusual susceptibility of Ast to SV40 transformation.

3.4 Discussion

Different SV40 strains, 776 and Baylor, produced very similar results upon infection of human HM and Ast; however, the number of 72 bp elements present in the enhancer region (archetypal vs. non-archetypal configuration) influenced the outcome of these infections. Specifically, we found that the wtSV40 (non-archetypal) is much more potent than 1ESV40 (archetypal) in causing malignant transformation of HM in vitro. In Ast this difference is less pronounced and appears to be related to the very high susceptibility of these cells to SV40 transformation. Actually, the susceptibility of Ast uncovered by our experiments (Figure 19) is remarkable, considering that so far mesothelial cells were considered the cell type most susceptible to SV40 mediated transformation [25].

Our results provide an experimental rationale for the observation that archetypal SV40 is often found in brain tumor biopsies and non-archetypal SV40 is found more often in mesothelioma. Archetypal SV40 is a much more common virus than non-archetypal SV40. For instance, the vast majority of SV40 isolates from SV40-infected polio and adenovirus vaccines were archetypal SV40 [6, 24]. SV40-contaminated vaccines were distributed until 1963 in the USA and in most parts of the world [6, 24]. However, USSR polio vaccines – used in every country that was under the influence of the USSR – contained infectious SV40 until at least 1978 [6]. In Italy until 1999 at least one seed from which polio vaccines were manufactured was contaminated with SV40. While none of the four vaccine lots tested were contaminated and no live virus was recovered from the seed, when the Italian authorities were informed of this fact production of the vaccines switched to the WHO polio seed (Phil Minor, personal communication and [56]). Some countries such as China, still produce polio vaccines in monkey tissues and such vaccines may contain SV40 [6]. In other words, human exposure to SV40 through contaminated polio vaccines has been vast, and has been influenced by
geographical differences associated with the use of contaminated or non-contaminated vaccines. Therefore, humans have been exposed to multiple strains of SV40, and most of these were archetypal strains with one 72 bp in the enhancer region (by far the most common strain present in polio vaccines [6,24],) some were non-archetypal (i.e. also known as wild-type) and contained two 72 bp elements.

Our results suggest the following hypothesis: Since astrocytes are susceptible to both archetypal and non-archetypal viruses, the most common non-archetypal SV40 is more often found in brain tumors. Since mesothelial cells are susceptible only or prevalently to non-archetypal SV40, this less common viral isolate is found in mesothelioma. In addition, Notch-1 signaling appears to contribute to the susceptibility of astrocytes to archetypal SV40-mediated transformation.

Some of the biological differences between archetypal and non-archetypal SV40 appear to be related to the copy number variation of 72 bp elements in the viral regulatory region. Regardless of their position and orientation, the presence of two 72 bp elements exerts a stronger trans-activation activity. This finding highlights the enhancer-like nature of the 72 bp sequence and explains why wtSV40 transformed cells contain detectable viral transcripts earlier than 1ESV40 transformed cells.

The 72 bp sequence is also an amplifier of biological effects upon viral infection. Cell transformation requires control of virus replication, suppression of late protein and enough Tag/tag to overcome cell cycle arrest, apoptosis and anchorage dependence [123]. Also, the host cell’s signaling contributes to this process, in particular Notch-1, an oncogene that plays a critical role in carcinogenesis, including SV40-mediated carcinogenesis and mesothelioma [98,236] [237].

The early protein Tag binds to the ori sequence and initiates virus replication [24,26]. In our transient reporter assays, in the presence of the strong trans-activation function of Tag, there was no detectable increase of DNA replication. The number of SV40 DNA copies in cells infected by the archetypal and non-archetypal viruses was comparable. When we evaluated SV40 DNA replication we observed a spike-shaped curve (Figure 21). Our interpretation supports previous observations [99,123] that cells containing a higher copy number of SV40 particles are lysed, while those carrying low copy numbers survive and can become transformed. This finding is in line with the low copy number of SV40 in clinical samples, which paradoxically led to a debate on the etiological role of SV40 in human cancers [25,225].

Our reporter assay showed that cellular factors recognized early promoters of either SV40 archetypal and non-archetypal more strongly than the late promoters (p1 and p2 versus p3 and p4 of Figure 24). As a trans element, Tag functions as either an activator or a repressor. Thus, in addition to the reported role of Tag as a repressor of early SV40 transcription [24,26],[238], we verified in our model a strong trans-activation activity of Tag on the early promoter by a reporter assay in both HM
and Ast that led to the accumulation of Tag/tag transcripts. This finding supports a previous report on the regulation of SV40 promoters [235].

The formation of the Tag/p53 complex inhibits Tag helicase activity [26]. At the same time, the Tag/p53 complex transcriptionally activates IGF-1, stimulating cell growth and contributing to the malignant transformation of HM and astrocytes [26]. Thus, the binding of Tag to p53 contributes to cell transformation at the expense of SV40 replication.

Antisense RNA targeting late protein [99] and microRNA targeting early proteins [238] have both been described in SV40 infections. These reports and our data suggest that when early transcripts outnumber late transcripts the cell may become transformed; when late transcripts prevail the cells are lysed (as in permissive monkey CV-1 cells and in human fibroblasts).

A sustained level of Tag expression is critical for transformation; at the same time host cell proteins play an important role in this process [239]. SV40 activates the Hepatocyte Growth Factor/Met autocrine loop, driving accelerated and invasive cell growth [96]. Notch-1 is transcriptionally induced by wtSV40 early proteins in infected HM [98]. We observed c-Met induction in both HM and Ast infected cells in a Tag dose-dependent manner. In Ast/1E and Ast/wt Notch-1 expression was induced at higher levels compared to HM. Akt-1 and c-Myc, signaling molecules downstream of c-Met and Notch-1 respectively, are influenced by SV40 infection [102,240]. Accordingly, we found that SV40 enhanced the activity of Akt-1 (i.e., phospho-Akt) and c-Myc. In infected HM, the increase of Akt-1 activity paralleled that of c-Met expression, while the overall Akt-1 protein amount was unchanged, indicating that Akt-1 was under the direct control of c-Met. PTEN did not interfere with Akt-1 activity, as observed in other cell types when Notch-1 is activated and the PI3K/Akt pathway escapes the PTEN control [241].

Archetypal 1ESV40 induced higher levels of c-Myc compared to non-archetypal wtSV40. Opposite results were observed in HM. This is an intriguing finding for which we do not have a convincing explanation at this time. This unexpected yet reproducible finding was further confirmed by analyses of the additional downstream Notch-1 targets, HEY-1, HES-1 and HEYL-1, all of which were induced more efficiently by 1ESV40 compared to wtSV40 (Figure 26,27). In future experiments we will investigate the mechanisms underlying these observed biological differences. These data suggest that Notch-1 induction may also be related to the more frequent association of 1ESV40 with brain tumors compared to wtSV40 that was instead more frequently detected in mesothelioma [24,25].

Notch-1 has been related to the process of SV40 transformation of primary HM and the inhibition of its signaling led to growth arrest of SV40-transformed HM [236]. Notch-1 has also been implicated in Ras-mediated astrocyte transformation [169]. Our results suggest that Notch-1 is required during the early process of SV40-mediated transformation since only cells expressing high levels of Notch-1 were capable of growing in suspension (Figure 28, 29).
c-Met activation induces Notch-1 function, which in turn suppresses c-Met [242]. wtSV40 activates c-Met and Notch-1, possibly altering the Met-Notch negative feedback and facilitating cellular transformation. Notch-1 is required for phenotype maintenance of glial cells [170] and over-expression of Notch-1 alone led to rat Schwann cell transformation [171].

Altogether, our results suggest the key role of Notch-1 in promoting survival of cells in suspension and might provide a clue to the very high susceptibility of SV40-mediated transformation demonstrated by astrocytes (Figure 19).
CHAPTER 4

TP53 status is positively correlated with the production of Simian Virus 40

4.1 Introduction

p53 protein was found to interact with large tumor antigen (Tag) of Simian Virus 40 (SV40) in 1979 [243] and therefore it was considered as an oncogene in the following decade [244]. In 1989, p53 was revealed to be a tumor suppressor [245]. p53 protein and its downstream p21 [246] pathway were found to prevent cells with accumulation of genetic damages from undergoing mitosis and propagating the damaged DNA to the descendants. The TP53 gene is highly polymorphic, and half of the human tumors carry mutant p53 or lose the expression of p53. Germline TP53 mutations cause predisposition to early onset cancers, which is known as the Li-Fraumeni (-like) syndrome (LFS or LFL) [247]. Most mutant p53 proteins can be classified into two categories, which are (1) “DNA contact” mutations, referring to mutations in residues involved in DNA binding, for instance, R248W; and (2) “conformational” mutations, which induce conformational distortions, such as R175H [248].

SV40 is a classic small DNA tumor virus. Its transformation mechanism, especially the critical role of SV40 Tag-p53 complex, has been extensively studied during the past 30 years. SV40, human polyomavirus BK (BKV) and human polyomavirus JC (JCV) belong to the Polyomaviridae family and share 60-80% of the nucleotide sequences. The polyomavirus-encoded early gene product Tag interacts with a number of host cell molecules including the tumor-suppressor gene retinoblastoma family (pRb) products and p53 [249]. The oncogenic effect of these three viruses is highly associated with Tag activity. Most importantly, the binding of Tag prevents p53-mediated cell apoptosis of infected cell and p53 inhibits the replication activity of Tag. The dogma was that, after binding to Tag, p53 loses its ability as a transcription factor and as a tumor suppressor. This transformation mechanism was verified in other DNA tumor viruses as well, for example, HPV, KSHV, LPV, etc.

We are the first to show that the p53 protein does not only lose its tumor suppressor property, but also gains an oncogenic function facilitating SV40 mediated cellular transformation in human mesothelial cells (HM) [26]. We found that through binding to the Insulin-like Growth Factor-1 (IGF-1) promoter, the SV40 Tag–p53 complex up-regulates IGF-1 transcription and activates IGF-1 and its receptor (IGF-1R) autocrine/paracrine pathway. Depletion of p53 results in IGF-1 transcriptional repression and growth arrest. The efficiency of SV40-mediated cellular transformation depends on (1) the amount of Tag, for example non-archetypal SV40 is more efficient in transforming HM than archetypal SV40; and (2) the amount of some oncogenic proteins, such as Notch-1 [250]. SV40 DNA and/or protein have been found in human mesothelioma, bone and brain tumor biopsies, which suggest that SV40 is causally related to these human tumors. Tag-p53 function is still not fully
elucidated today. In this chapter, we focused on the function of Tag-p53 (wild type or mutant) complex and studied the relationship between viral production and TP53 copy numbers.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Cell culture:

African Green Monkey kidney fibroblasts CV-1 (p53<sup>+/+</sup>), Human osteosarcoma U2OS (p53<sup>+/+</sup>) and SAOS-2 (p53<sup>-/-</sup>), Human glioblastoma U87-MG (p53<sup>+/+</sup>) and T98G (p53<sup>-/-</sup>), human normal fibroblast 1069SK (p53<sup>+/+</sup>) were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA). Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts, MDAH087 and MDAH172 were kindly offered by Dr. Tainsky M. A (Wayne State University). MDAH087 has one wild-type p53 allele and one allele with a mutation at codon 248 in exon 7 that changes an Arg codon (CGG) to Trp (TGG), MDAH172 carries one wild type p53 allele and one mutant allele with a mutation at codon 175 in exon 7 that changes an Arg codon (CGC) to Glu (CAG). The wild type p53 is lost in fibroblasts from Li-Fraumeni patients after a number of in vitro passages [251]. All cells were cultured in high glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM, Cat No. 10-013-cv, Cellgro, Mediatetech, Inc., Manassas VA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Cat No. 10082 Gibco Invitrogen Carlsbad, CA). Cells were maintained in a 37°C humidified 5% CO<sub>2</sub> atmosphere incubator and media was changed twice a week.
Table 5 Cell lines used in chapter 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue origin</th>
<th>Cell Line</th>
<th>TP53 status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Osteosarcoma</td>
<td>U2OS</td>
<td>+/- wt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>functional p53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glioblastoma</td>
<td>U87-MG</td>
<td>+/- wt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>functional p53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal fibroblast</td>
<td>1069SK</td>
<td>+/- wt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>functional p53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glioblastoma</td>
<td>T98G</td>
<td>+/-mut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 functional allele; 1 point mut/M237I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteosarcoma</td>
<td>SAOS2</td>
<td>-/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p53 null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesothelioma</td>
<td>REN</td>
<td>tr/tr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>truncated, non functional p53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts</td>
<td>R248W Early p.</td>
<td>+/-mut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R248W Late p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-/mut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R175H Early p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>+/-mut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R175H Late p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-/mut</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2 Viral procedures:

SV40 strain 776 was from lab stock. Viruses were propagated in CV-1 cells, purified by ultracentrifugation on a 20% sucrose layer, and re-suspended in DMEM. Virus titer was determined in CV-1 cells, by using Tag immunohistochemistry [229]. Virus infection was carried for three hours with occasional shaking, and cells were grown in DMEM with 10% FBS.

4.2.3 Secondary Infection and MTT assay:

Cells were plated in 6-well plate at 5x10^4 per well and infected as described above. Cultured media were collected at day 0, day 3, day 6 and day 9 post-infection. CV-1, permissive monkey cells were plated in 96-well plates 24 hours before secondary infection at a concentration of 3x10^3 cells per well. Prior to infection, CV-1 cells were rinsed three times with PBS and were incubated with 50 µl of conditioned medium collected in the first cycle of infection with the same infection protocol described above. After 96 hours incubation, MTT (Cat No. 11465007001, Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN)
was used to measure cell viability as an indicator of cell lysis induced by the virus present in the conditioned medium.

### 4.2.4 Immunocytochemistry (ICC):

Immunocytochemistry was performed on cells grown on chamber slides. Cells were fixed in ice-cold acetone for 20 minutes and incubated with 1:100 dilution Tag of antibody, Calbiochem (Cat No. DP01, San Diego, CA) and processed using the Vectastain ABC kit, Vector Laboratories, Inc. (Cat No. PK-6102, Burlingame, CA), following the manufacturer’s protocol.

### 4.2.5 Western blotting and antibodies:

Cells were detached by incubating and scratching with RIPA buffer, Cell Signaling (Cat No. 9806S, Boston, MA) followed by brief sonication. 25-50 mg of cell lysates were separated on 4-12% gradient NuPAGE gel (Invitrogen Carlsbad, CA) and transblotted to PVDF membranes. Membranes were blocked with 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in TBST for two hours, and incubated with the appropriate diluted primary antibodies in TBST buffer overnight at 4°C. After washing in TBST three times, the membranes were probed with HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit (1:2000) or anti-mouse IgG (1:3000) for 1 hour at room temperature followed by another three washes with TBST buffer. Protein bands were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence (SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate, Rockford, IL).

Tag antibody Pab101 (Cat No. sc-147), p53 antibody DO-1 (Cat No. sc-126) were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA). Antibody against GAPDH (Cat No. ab-8245-100) was from Abcam (Cambridge, MA).

### 4.2.6 Cell proliferation:

Proliferation curves were obtained by plating 8x10^4 cells in triplicate onto 12-well dishes. At different time points (i.e. one, two, three and four days after plating), cells were counted by both hemocytometer and Countess® Automated Cell Counter Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).

### 4.3 Results

According to our previous findings [21] on HM, viral infections were performed at multiplicity of infection (MOI) 10 (Table 4). Moreover, MOI 40 was used and compared to MOI 10, to determine the most appropriate viral load for an effective induction of cellular and morphologic changes in tumor cells, without causing extensive cell death. We tested glioblastoma U87-MG and osteosarcoma U2OS cells. Both of these cells carry two alleles of wild type p53 (p53^+/+) and express IGF-1R (involved in SV40 mediated transformation) and HLA/GM1 (SV40 receptor), [252], [253], [254] [255].
Moreover, U2OS cells are ARF negative and have been tested SV40-free [256], [257]. U87-MG is a commonly studied glioblastoma cell line with unparalleled level of mutations to date and it is PTEN null [258]. We assumed U2OS and U87-MG cells are susceptible to SV40 infection. The expression levels of p53, Tag and VP1 were comparable in cells infected with both viral loads (Figure 30). Abundant of SV40 Tag, VP1 and cellular p53 were detected at MOI 10 by western blot. The amounts of these proteins do not have significant differences between MOI 10 and 40. Cells were lysed by SV40 infection except two mesothelioma cell lines (Mill and Ren), and late passage R175H cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U2OS (p53 +/+</th>
<th>Post Infection</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>D11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U87-MG (p53 +/+</th>
<th>Post Infection</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>D11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 30 Expression of Tag, VP1 and p53 in U2OS and U87-MG upon SV40 infection.** Western blotting analysis: Tag, VP1 and p53 expression in SV40-infected U2OS and U87-MG at different time points and viral loads. A total of 25 µg of whole cell lysate protein was separated on 4-12% NuPAGE gel and transferred to PVDF membrane. Membranes were probed with Tag, VP1 and p53 monoclonal antibodies, followed by horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labeled goat anti-mouse immunoglobulins. The signal was detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL). On day three, Tag and VP1 were highly expressed and p53 had accumulated. The expression of Tag, VP1 and p53 do not show significant differences in cells with different viral loads.

All the following experiments were performed by infecting cells at MOI 10.

### 4.3.1 Viral production is positively correlated with p53 copy number

A panel of cultured human tumor cell lines was infected with wtSV40 at MOI 10 (Figure 31A). Monkey kidney fibroblast CV-1 (p53 +/+ ) cells (control for productive infection) caused productive infection and were lysed 72 hours P.I. From day three to day nine P.I., extensive cell lysis was observed in osteosarcoma U2OS (p53 +/+ ) cells and in glioblastoma U87-MG (p53 +/+ ) cells, while T98G (p53 +/mut ) cells showed relatively reduced cell lysis during the same time frame. In osteosarcoma SAOS2 (p53 +/− ) cells lysis was significantly delayed compared to other cell lines, because only a small fraction of cells underwent lysis after 20 days P.I. The TP53 background of cells examined here
suggests that extensive cell lysis occurred in cells having homozygous p53 (U2OS, U87-MG), while only a reduced cell lysis was observed in cells harboring one functional p53 allele (T98G). SAOS2 cells, which are p53 null, were far less susceptible to SV40 infection and cell lysis.

We further investigated SV40 virion production in these cells (Figure 31B). A secondary infection system was used to measure viral production in an indirect manner. Conditioned media were collected from infected cells and used to infect permissive CV-1 cells. CV-1 cell viability, as an indicator of cell lysis induced by the virus present in the conditioned medium, was measured by MTT assay. Approximately 30-40% surviving cells were observed in the group incubated with conditioned medium collected at day three P.I. from infected U2OS and U87-MG (both p53+/+), indicating a strong cytotoxicity induced by the infectious virions produced and released by these cells. Infected T98G (p53+/mut) cultures produced a lower number of viral particles (50% survival) and SAOS2 cells (p53−/−) produced the least amount of virus particles (more than 60% survival). These results were confirmed by viral titration, showing that infectious virion decreased from p53+/+ to heterozygous p53+/mut, to p53−/− (Figure 31B). These results match the microscopic observations of cell morphology at day nine P.I. (Figure 31A) and suggest that the same differences occur in the production and release of viral particles in the different cell types.

Figure 31 SV40 viral production is positively correlated with p53 copy number in human tumor cell lines. A. Light microphotography shows SV40 infection in different human tumor cell lines. Monkey Kidney fibroblasts CV-1 are permissive upon SV40 infection, and were used as the positive infection control. Osteosarcoma cells U2OS, gliosarcoma cell U87-MG and T98G, are extensively
lysed by SV40 at post infection (P.I.) day nine. U87-MG also shows morphological change. Osteosarcoma cell SAOS2 does not show significant cell lysis. Microphotographs show the morphology of the different monolayer cultures at day nine P.I. Original magnification, 40X.

### 4.3.2 Depletion of p53 in U2OS corresponds to decreased viral production

To study the functional significance of wtp53 in viral infection and virion production, we used human specific p53 siRNA (sip53) to knock down the expression of p53 in U2OS cells (U2OS-sip53) and scrambled siRNA (siluc) as negative control (U2OS-siluc). The transient expression of siRNA down-regulated p53 expression by approximately 70% in U2OS-sip53 compared to U2OS-siluc. Upon SV40 infection, cell lysis in U2OS-sip53 was delayed, as compared to U2OS-siluc. However, cells were still lysed slightly more intensively than SAOS2 p53(-/-) cells (Figure 32 A). Consistently, the levels of Tag expression in U2OS-siluc were higher than in U2OS-sip53 at day three and day nine P.I. (Figure 32C). The production and secretion of virions was evaluated by testing the viability of monkey CV-1 cells after secondary infection with conditioned media from infected human cells (Figure 32B). Only 25% of CV-1 cells survived when incubated with the conditioned medium of day three P.I. from U2OS-siluc, while 50% of CV-1 cells survived after incubation with U2OS-sip53 medium. Similar results were observed with conditioned media collected at day nine P.I.
Figure 32 The p53 knock-down in U2OS cells delayed cell lysis induced by viral infection and hindered virion production. Osteosarcoma cells U2OS were transiently transfected with specific p53 siRNA (sip53) and scrambled siRNA (siLUC) for 48 hours, then infected with wtSV40 at MOI 10. Transient transfection was repeated every three days. Osteosarcoma cells SAOS-2 (p53−/−) were the p53 negative control. (A) Microphotography showed that p53 knock-down cells display delayed cell lysis. Original magnification, 40X. (B) Whole cell lysates were collected and analyzed for p53, VP1, Tag expression. (C) Effect of p53-suppressed cell on viral production: lower viral productivity in U2OS-sip53 cell compared to U2OS-siluc.

4.3.3 Higher viral productivity was found in Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts carrying DNA contact-deficient mutant than cells carrying conformational mutant.
To further investigate the correlation between p53 and viral particle production, Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts were used. These cells provide the perfect model to study the functions of p53. In early passages (before passage 50), these cells (R248W or R175H) naturally carry one allele of wtp53 and one allele of mutant p53 (p53<sup>+</sup>/mut). The wtp53 allele is lost during passages in tissue culture (p53<sup>-/mut</sup>) and only mutant p53 is expressed (mut) (see Materials and Methods). Early passage R248W (E.P.; p53<sup>+</sup>/mut) cells were susceptible to SV40-induced lysis, while late passages of R248W (L.P.; p53<sup>-/mut</sup>) and R175H E.P. (p53<sup>+</sup>/mut) showed only moderate/minimal cell lysis. R175H L.P. (p53<sup>-/mut</sup>) was not susceptible to SV40 infection (Figure 33A). Viral Tag protein expression, as an indirect marker of viral particle production, was verified by IHC (Figure 33B, C). The results were surprising; according to published literature, SV40 infection leads to SV40 Tag production. Tag binds and inactivates cellular p53 and p53 inactivation is required for effective viral infection and cellular transformation. Instead, our results revealed an opposite paradox that SV40 appeared to need cellular p53, as cells with mutant or null p53 were much less capable for sufficient SV40 replication/transcription compared to the cells with wtp53.

Human 1069SK fibroblasts and Li-Fraumeni R248W E.P. were infected more efficiently, while R248W L.P. and R175H E.P. displayed a dramatic reduction in Tag expression, and very few R175H L.P. cells expressed Tag. To further investigate viral production in Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts, secondary infection and MTT assay were performed as previously described. Productive viral release in 1069SK cells started from day six P.I. and conditioned media of R248W E.P. induced comparable CV-1 cytotoxicity. The cytotoxicity of the conditioned media from R248W L.P. and R175H E.P. cells was reduced. R175H L.P. conditioned medium cytotoxicity was very low and comparable to that of SAOS2 cells (compare with Figure 31). In conclusion, the loss of one copy of the wtTP53 allele caused a remarkable reduction in viral particle production. Furthermore, there is a substantial difference between the two p53 amino acid substitutions: mutant p53 R248W is a contact defective mutant with a significantly reduced capacity of DNA binding (about 1,000 fold less), but retains the capability of binding cellular proteins and participates in the formation of multi-protein complexes. On the contrary, the mutant p53 R175H is a denatured structural mutant, which loses the p53 natural 3-D architecture and all functions. This may explain why R248W still produced a larger number of virions, compared to R175H.

In addition to the current knowledge that p53 facilitates SV40-mediated cellular transformation, the results suggest an additional function of p53: the control of SV40 productive infection, which may explain the different susceptibility of human cells upon infection by this virus.
Figure 33 SV40 viral production is positively correlated with p53 copy number in Li-fraumeni fibroblasts. A. SV40 infection in Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts. Human normal fibroblast 1069sk is the positive infection control. Cell lysis was observed in 1069sk (p53+/+), started from P.I. day six and Li-Fraumeni fibroblast R248W early passage (E.P.; p53+/mut) from P.I. day three. Li-Fraumeni R248W late passage (L.P.; p53-/-mut) and R175H E.P. (p53+/-mut) only shows moderate cell lysis upon SV40
infection until P.I. day 15. Li-Fraumeni fibroblast R175H L.P. (p53_mut) did not observe remarkable cell lysis until P.I. day 20. Microphotographs show the morphology of different monolayer cultures at day nine P.I. Original magnification, 40x. B. Tag accumulation in nuclei of infected cells. Immunohistochemistry staining of Tag expression in 1069SK and Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts. The table shows the average number of Tag positive nuclei by counting five random fields. C. Viral production evaluation. MTT assay was used to evaluate viral secretion in conditioned media of different cells, as described before. Higher amounts of virion were present in the conditioned medium collected from R248W cells at both early and late passages, compared to the number from R175H cells conditioned medium.

4.4 Discussion

Thirty-five years ago, p53 protein was revealed as a cellular partner of SV40 Tag [243]. The function of p53 has been studied since then, changing from oncoprotein associated with SV40, to tumor suppressor protein, and finally to genome guardian. In the past decade, p53 was described as a protein involved in the regulation of metabolic pathways and cytokines related to embryo implantation [259]. Recently, the crosslink between p53 and microRNA gives an amazing insight into its tumor suppressor function [260]. The current dogma is that p53 loses its transcriptional and biological function through the binding with oncoprotein of DNA tumor viruses, such as SV40, BKV, HPV, JCV. This “inactivation” process of p53 is required for impairing virus replication and for virus-mediated cellular transformation. However, our previous publication revealed that SV40 actually needs p53 to transform HM. Tag-p53 complex favors viral replication and production in the “early stage” of the transformation process in HM and human primary astrocytes (Ast). In this chapter, by studying different human tumor cell lines, we further unmasked that SV40 needs p53 to produce infectious viral particles in permissive human cell types. Moreover, the similarities between SV40 Tag-p53 complex with the well-established complexes between p53 and the Tag from human polyomavirus BKV and JCV or E1B of adenoviruses [249] suggest a more general significance of our studies to the field of human DNA tumor virus-induced diseases and carcinogenesis.

The p53 protein is highly polymorphic. Somatic mutations of p53 occur in almost all types of cancer, ranging from 10% to 70%. Somatic mutations favor sporadic cancer and germline mutations induce cancer predisposition, known as LFS/LFL. Both somatic and germline mutations are usually associated with loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of the wild type allele during tumor progression or in vitro tissue culture. Most of the mutations occur in the “DNA binding domain” (DBD). Hotspot mutations occur at residues involved in DNA contact such as R248W (DNA contact mutant) or in supporting global structure of DNA binding surface such as R175H (conformational mutant) [251]. R248W mutant maintains the overall architectural structure of the DBD but loses the critical contact with DNA. R175H mutant introduces a histidine that interferes with zinc binding, resulting in structure
distortion [261]. Many of the p53 mutants not only acquire dominant-negative activities but also have a gain of oncogenic function (GOF). For example, mutant p53 R248W exhibited enhanced plating efficiency in soft agar culture (in transfected SAOS2 cells) or enhanced tumorigenic potential in nude mice [166]. In our experimental model, two Li-Fraumeni fibroblast cell lines harboring R248W and R175H mutant p53 were selected because the mutant p53 proteins are the perfect example for the two mutation classes, and because of their LOH and GOF properties. Fibroblasts are known to be permissive to SV40 infection. Early passage fibroblast R248W (p53mut/+) cells produce significantly more virions than 1069sk (p53+/+), and similar trends were observed when comparing late passage R248W cells with early passage R175H cells. These results revealed that R248W mutant p53 is more efficient in producing viruses than wild type p53, in other words R248W behaves as a “super” p53. Although R248W p53 is a DNA contact mutant, it displays nearly wild type levels of DNA binding capacity [262]. Moreover, R248W maintains the ability to bind to other protein components, especially Tag [263], maybe even with higher affinity. These results support our previous findings.

However, R175H p53 is completely unable to bind to DNA [262], and may be unable to bind to other proteins as well. The observations of SV40-infected R175H cells suggest that R175H p53 is equal to “loss of p53”, with the distorted Tag-p53 complex resulting in less viral production. Furthermore, both R248W and R175H p53 impaired p73 transcription, which reduced the promotion of apoptosis [264]. These characteristics confer the Tag-mutant p53 complexes more oncogenic capacity and transcriptional activity on non-wild type p53 responsive promoters [265] than Tag-wtp53 complex. Recently, NFAT3/4 and DJ-1 have been identified as new proteins directly/indirectly involved in the process of Tag-p53 complex-mediated cellular transformation. It is reasonable to expect more insights through the study of the Tag-p53 transformation model.
CHAPTER 5

Persistent exposure to chrysotile causes transformation of human mesothelial cells via TNF–α and sustained HMGB1 signaling

5.1 Introduction

Malignant mesothelioma (MM) is an aggressive cancer of the pleura, peritoneum and less frequently of the other mesothelial linings, is strongly associated with asbestos exposure, and affects about 3,000 individuals annually in the US [2]. The median survival of MM patients is about one year from diagnosis despite surgical resection, chemo- and radiotherapy [266,267].

Exposure to crocidolite induces necrosis of primary human mesothelial cells (HM) accompanied by passive release of the damage associated molecular pattern molecule High–Mobility Group Box 1 protein (HMGB1) [199]. In the extracellular space, HMGB1 leads to chronic inflammation through the recruitment and accumulation of macrophages that in turn actively secrete HMGB1 along with several other cytokines, including tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF–α), which plays a critical role in crocidolite-mediated carcinogenesis [100].

Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a physiopathological process by which epithelial cells acquire mesenchymal shape and properties, associated with cell migration and cancer progression [272]. EMT gives a significant contribution to the histomorphological features of MM (i.e.
epithelioid vs. biphasic and sarcomatoid subtypes) [272],[273], [274]. Moreover, TNF–α has been shown to induce EMT in epithelial cells [275,276] and in mesothelial cells [277] and HMGB1 has been also associated with EMT in alveolar epithelial cells [278],[279]. From a molecular point of view, EMT is characterized by decreased expression of the cell adhesion molecule E–cadherin, either at the transcriptional level [275,280,281] or through ubiquitin-mediated degradation [282] [283]. E–cadherin forms adherent junctions that maintain cell adhesion in a multi-protein complex that includes β–catenin [284]. During the EMT, phosphorylation of β–catenin on tyrosine 142 (Y142) by receptor tyrosine kinases, e.g. c–Met, eventually results in disassembly of the adhesion junction complex, degradation of E–cadherin and release of β–catenin [285]. Based on the upstream messages, β–catenin can be either degraded or translocated into the nucleus, where it is transcriptionally active [286], [282]. The majority of established MM cell lines show β–catenin nuclear accumulation [287-289], suggesting a possible role of β–catenin in MM development.

Here we compared the biological, morphological and transcriptional effects of crocidolite and chrysotile on HM, and tested the hypothesis in vivo that prolonged exposure to chrysotile results in a similar increase in HMGB1 serum levels as those of crocidolite exposure.

5.2 Materials & Methods

5.2.1 Cell lines and culturing conditions.

Normal, primary human mesothelial cell (HM) were obtained from pleural fluids of patients diagnosed with congestive heart failure or other non-malignant conditions. HM were established in cell culture and characterized by cell morphology and by positive immunostaining for cytokeratin, HBME–1, and calretinin, and negative staining for LeuM1, BerEp4, B72.3, and carcinoembryonic antigen [21]. HM were grown in tissue culture in DMEM containing 20% FBS.

5.2.2 Fiber preparation.

Chrysotile and crocidolite fiber were obtained from Union Internationale Contre le Cancer (UICC) and processed as described [100]. Briefly, fibers were baked at 150°C for 18 hours, suspended in PBS at 4 mg/ml, triturated ten times through a 22-gauge needle, and autoclaved. Crocidolite fibers from UICC were already characterized in a previous publication [290]. Chrysotile "B" Canadian consists of a mixture of fibers from the manufacturing firms Bells, Carey, Cassair, Flintkote, Johns-Manville, Lake, Normandie and National, and is predominantly made up of hydrous silicates of magnesia. For cell culture experiments we applied 5 µg / cm² for each of the asbestos fibers unless
otherwise specified. Cells were cultured in the presence of fibers for different durations depending on the type of assay performed.

5.2.3 TNF–α signaling studies.

To stimulate TNF–α signaling we exposed HM to 10 ng/ml recombinant human TNF–α (Sigma, St Louis, MO). To inhibit endogenous activity of TNF–α, we used neutralizing antibodies (anti-TNF–α) at 1 µg/ml (R&D System, Minneapolis, MN).

5.2.4 Immunofluorescence staining.

Fiber staining: Asbestos fibers were stained as previously described [291]. Briefly, asbestos fibers were pre-incubated with normal rabbit serum (Santa Cruz Biotech, Santa Cruz, CA) and added to HM for 24 hours. HM were then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed in phosphate buffer saline (PBS), permeabilized using 0.2% Triton X–100 and saturated with bovine serum albumin (BSA). Incubation with anti-rabbit secondary antibody conjugated Alexa Fluoro 594 (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) and Phalloidin conjugated Alexa Fluoro 488 (Invitrogen) was performed. Slides were washed in PBS and mounted with aqueous mounting media pre-mixed with the nuclear marker DAPI (Vector Laboratory, Burlingame, CA) prior to fluorescent microscope observation.

β–catenin staining: Cells were cultured and fixed as described above. 1% BSA was used to block nonspecific immunoreactivity. Incubation with anti-β–catenin or control rabbit IgG (Santa Cruz Biotech) was followed by labeling with a secondary antibody conjugated Alexa Fluoro 594 (Invitrogen) and Phalloidin Alexa conjugated Alexa Fluoro 488 (Invitrogen). Slides were mounted as described above prior to fluorescent microscope observation.

5.2.5 Cell proliferation and viability assay (MTS).

We plated cells in 96-well plates using six replicates per treatment condition to evaluate and compare the asbestos fibers’ effects on cell proliferation and viability. Cells were treated with or without TNF–α (10 ng/ml). Experiments were done in the presence or absence of asbestos fibers (crocidolite and chrysotile). HM were exposed to asbestos for one to two days prior to measuring proliferation using the MTS assay according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Promega, Madison, WI). MTS assays were quantified using a colorimetric reaction mix and a microplate reader at 490 nm (BioRad, Hercules, CA).

5.2.6 Cell cytotoxicity assay (LDH).

To assess the cytotoxicity of asbestos fibers, we measured LDH released from the cytosol of damaged cells. An LDH cytotoxicity detection kit (Roche Diagnostics) was used according to
manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, HM were seeded in a 96-well tissue culture plate at a density of $5 \times 10^3$ cells per well. The next day, the medium was changed, and 100 µl of asbestos fiber suspensions of different concentrations were added. After 24 hours, 100 µl of supernatant per well was harvested and transferred into a new 96-well, flat-bottom plate. LDH substrate was added to each well and incubated for 30 min at room temperature, protected from light. The absorbance of the samples was measured at 490 nm with an ELISA reader. Cytotoxicity was calculated by this formula: % cytotoxicity = (experimental value − low control) × 100/(high control − low control), where low control is assay medium plus cells and high control is assay is medium (plus 2% Triton X–100) plus cells.

5.2.7 Western blotting.

For total cell protein extraction, cells were washed with cold PBS, scraped in RIPA lysis buffer (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 0.1 % SDS, 1 % Triton X–100, 5 mM EDTA at pH 7.2) containing a protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) and incubated 30 minutes on ice.

The Nuclear Extraction kit (Active Motive, Carlsbad, CA) was used according to the manufacturer’s protocol to perform cell fractionation. Briefly, cultured cells were rinsed in cold PBS, scraped and centrifuged in PBS supplemented with phosphatase inhibitors. The cell pellets were lysed in hypotonic buffer supplemented with detergents for 15 minutes on ice to access cytoplasmic proteins. The nuclear pellets were lysed separately in nuclear lysis buffer for 30 minutes on ice to access the nuclear proteins.

Equal amounts (20-50 µg) of cell lysate per lane were applied on 4-12 % gradient gels (NuPage, Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA). Proteins separated on Bis-Tris gels were transferred to PVDF membranes (Immobilon-P, Millipore, Bedford, MA), and then blocked with 5% BSA prior to incubation with specific primary and secondary antibodies. The following antibodies were used: Histone1, E-cadherin, β–catenin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology); GAPDH (Chemicon-Millipore, Billerica, MA); phospho-Y142 β–catenin (ECM Biosciences, Versailles, KY), HMGB1 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA).

5.2.8 Quantitative Real-Time PCR.

HM were exposed to asbestos fibers at 5 µg/ cm$^2$ for 24 hours. Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and treated with RNase-free DNase. For each sample, 1 µg RNA was used. GAPDH was used as the internal control. PCR for TNF-α and GAPDH rRNA were performed in triplicate in 25-µl total reaction volumes using the SYBR green master PCR mix (Biorad, Hercules, CA). The lightcycler® 480 Real-Time PCR System was used with standard procedures. The primers used were previously described [100] [250].
5.2.9 Cell transformation assay.

TNF-α mediated cell transformation: HM were cultured and seeded in 6-well plates at a density of 3x10^5 cells per well. The next day, the medium was switched to DMEM with 10% FBS. In the TNF–α-dependent transformation assays, HM were pretreated with 10 ng/ml TNF–α or PBS (vehicle) control for 24 hours prior to exposure to 5 µg/cm^2 asbestos fibers or PBS control for another 48 hours. Culture medium containing 10 ng/ml TNF–α was replaced twice a week.

Co-culture cell transformation assays: The HM-macrophages co-culture assay was performed as described previously [43]. Briefly, tissue culture inserts containing macrophages were placed above HM cultures. Membranes of the inserts allowed the transfer of cytokines and growth factors produced by macrophages to reach the lower chamber where HM were cultured. Macrophage experiments were conducted where HM were co-cultured with macrophages then exposed to crocidolite, chrysotile, or PBS for 48 hours. After that, fibers not engulfed by cells and floating in the medium were washed off. Fresh differentiated macrophages and culture media were replaced twice a week. After 6-8 weeks foci were identified and counted by crystal violet staining and microscopy.

5.2.10 Microarray Profiling.

Whole-genome expression arrays were used to characterize the transcriptional response of HM exposed to crocidolite or chrysotile fibers. HM were cultured in 6-well plates where each well was seeded with 2x10^5 cells per well. Experimental conditions included HM with PBS (vehicle control); HM-macrophage co-cultures, prepared as previously published [292] (in brief tissue culture inserts containing macrophages were placed above HM cultures, and fresh differentiated macrophages and culture media were replaced twice a week), and HM cultured in the presence of TNF–α exposed to crocidolite, chrysotile, or PBS for 48 hours and five weeks respectively. The experiments were done in duplicate to ensure reproducibility. Affymetrix Human Gene 1.0 ST arrays were used to interrogate two replicate samples for each condition.

5.2.11 Microarray Data Analysis.

The raw .CEL file data for each array were quantified, quantile normalized, and log2 transformed to facilitate comparisons between different samples. Two-way ANOVA, hierarchical cluster analysis and Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) were used to identify biologically relevant genes that were coordinately expressed and highly variable over condition and/or time. False discovery rate (FDR) based on the Benjamini-Hochberg method was used to control for multiple comparisons. Pair-wise analyses used adaptive, noise-adjusted fold change (ANAFD) to identify the top 57 genes with the greatest change in expression for each comparison [293]. IPA was then used to predict upstream regulation and downstream effects based on the observed patterns of pair-wise
differential expression.

5.2.12 Prediction of upstream transcriptional activators.

IPA was used to identify the downstream targets for a given transcriptional factor, and the direction of change of each target is compared with the predicted effect of the transcription factor on the target in terms of activation (up-regulation) or inactivation (down-regulation). If the change in expression across all target genes is positively correlated with what is expected, then the transcription factor is viewed as relatively more activated in the treated samples compared to the absolute controls. If the target genes are negatively correlated with what is expected, then IPA concludes that the transcription factor is less activated in the treated samples. The presence of HMGB1 at the center of each network implies that HMGB1 was a statistically significant regulator of differential expression in the treated cells.

5.2.13 Animal experiments and cytokine detection in serum.

Human HMGB1 ELISA was used to measure the levels of HMGB1 in asbestos-exposed mouse sera. BALB/c (BALB/cAnNCrl) female mice aged six to eight weeks (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) were housed and handled under aseptic conditions, in accordance with the University of Hawaii Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines. Mice were weighed and randomly assigned to different groups of ten animals each: negative control (vehicle/ PBS), high-dose injection with crocidolite (CROC-H) or chrysotile (CRHY-H) and low-dose injection with crocidolite (CROC-L), or chrysotile (CHRY-L). Mice in the high-dose injection groups (CROC-H and CRHY-H) received two intraperitoneal (I.P.) injections, a week apart, of 2.5 mg chrysotile or crocidolite, respectively; whereas mice in the low-dose injection groups (CROC-L and CRHY-L) received ten I.P. injections, a week apart, of 0.5 mg chrysotile or crocidolite, respectively. All of the animals in the asbestos-exposed groups received a total of 5 mg of fibers. Each fiber injection had a volume of 500 µl. The control group received I.P. injections of 500 µl vehicle (PBS) with the same schedule as the either high-dose or low-dose protocol. Blood was drawn from the animals in all groups in every two weeks. The sera were collected and used for the detection of HMGB1 levels by ELISA (IBL International, Germany). Following completion of the experiment, mice were euthanized and necropsied according to IACUC regulations.

ELISA kit (R&D) was used to measure TNF–α levels in the conditioned media of HM exposed to either crocidolite or chrysotile asbestos fibers. For the detection of extracellular TNF–α released by HM, 2x10^5 cells were cultured in DMEM with 1% FBS for 24 hours. The culture media were then collected and concentrated by ultrafiltration using Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filters (Millipore) and 50 µl aliquots were assayed in duplicate by ELISA. All culture media were collected under identical conditions.
5.2.14 Statistical analysis.

All experiments were performed three times or more. One-way ANOVA was used for MTS and LDH data analysis. Unpaired student t-test was used for other data analysis using GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). p<0.05 was considered significant.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Chrysotile induces cell death and morphological changes in primary human mesothelial cells.

To start comparing the biological effects of crocidolite and chrysotile, we exposed HM to each of the asbestos fibers (5 µg / cm²) for 48 hours and examined cell viability and morphology. A lower number of HM exposed to chrysotile fibers were adherent on tissue culture dishes, compared to HM exposed to crocidolite fibers (46±9% vs. 73±12%, p<0.0001). Moreover, in chrysotile-exposed HM, a higher number of surviving attached cells acquired a spindle-shaped morphology, compared to crocidolite-exposed cells (48±6% vs. 26±8% p=0.0173) (Figure 34 and Figure 35A). The higher number of dead and spindle-shaped surviving cells suggested that chrysotile induced higher cellular stress than crocidolite, eventually resulting in cell death. Viability and cytotoxicity assays revealed that both fibers are cytotoxic in dose-dependent manner, with chrysotile significantly more cytotoxic than crocidolite (Figure 35B and 35C).
Figure 34 Immunofluorescence staining of asbestos fibers. HM exposed for 48 hours to PBS (Vehicle), crocidolite (CROC) or chrysotile (CHRY). Both crocidolite and chrysotile fibers are stained by Texas red; Dapi (blue) and Phalloidin (green) were used as a reference marker labeling HM nuclei and F–Actin, respectively. Fibers are either surrounding or engulfed by HM, presenting the aforementioned morphological changes. 400 X magnification.
Morphological changes and cell death induced by asbestos fibers.

A. Representative light microscopy images showing the morphological change of HM from predominantly rounded/epithelial to spindle/fibroblast-like, following 48 hours-exposure to crocidolite (CROC) or chrysotile (CHRY), compared to PBS (Vehicle). 100 X magnification.

B. HM were exposed to different doses of asbestos (1 to 10 µg/cm²) for 24 hours. MTS viability assay, p=0.0335.

C. LDH cytotoxicity assay, p=0.0169. *Significance compared between asbestos-exposed HM.

5.3.2 TNF–α significantly reduces chrysotile cytotoxicity

We previously published that crocidolite-exposed HM are able to engulf fibers and that some HM survive, despite the asbestos-induced damage, in the presence of a pro-inflammatory microenvironment, mostly mediated by HMGB1 and TNF–α [199] [100].
We found that chrysotile caused HM to express and release higher levels of TNF–α and HMGB1 compared to crocidolite (Figure 36 A, B). Moreover, chrysotile also released higher levels of HMGB1 into the conditioned media in a fiber density-dependent manner (Figure 37).

To investigate the role of TNF–α in cell survival, HM were pretreated for 24 hours with TNF–α (10 ng/ml) before the 48 hours of asbestos exposure, as above. In pretreated HM, cytotoxicity of both crocidolite and chrysotile fibers was significantly reduced (Figure 36C). These results were confirmed by cell counting (data not shown).

These results reveal that both crocidolite and chrysotile induce HMGB1 and TNF–α secretion, an effect that has been linked to crocidolite carcinogenicity.
Figure 36 TNF-α is induced in HM following asbestos exposure and significantly reduces asbestos cytotoxicity. A. Quantitative real-time PCR. HM were exposed to 5 µg/cm² of crocidolite (CROC) or chrysotile (CHRY) fibers, or to PBS (Vehicle) for 24 hours. The levels of TNF-α transcripts were evaluated, using GAPDH mRNA as reference. p=0.0495. B. TNF-α protein levels in conditioned media from HM exposed to crocidolite (CROC) or chrysotile (CHRY) at 5 µg/cm² for 24 hours. p=0.0167. C: HM were pre-incubated with PBS or TNF-α (10 ng/ml) for 24 hours, then crocidolite or chrysotile fibers (5 µg/cm²) were added and cell viability was measured at 24 and 48 hours by MTS assay. Vehicle HM were pretreated with PBS for 24 hours as a control. △-dashed line: PBS; △-solid: TNF-α pretreatment; ○-blue dashed: crocidolite; ○-blue solid: TNF-α+crocidolite; □-red dashed: chrysotile; □-red solid: TNF-α+chrysotile.
5.3.3 Chrysotile has in vitro transforming potential

To study whether chrysotile has in vitro transforming potential, we cultured HM in the presence of TNF–α together with either chrysotile or crocidolite and compared the number of tridimensional foci. After four weeks in culture, chrysotile-exposed HM formed a lower number foci than crocidolite-exposed HM (21±1 vs. 53±5, p=0.021), whereas HM exposed to fibers alone (i.e. no TNF–α) died within two weeks, supporting the critical role of TNF–α in maintaining HM viability following asbestos exposure (Figure 38).

Figure 37 Chrysotile-induced HMGB1 secretion into conditioned media. Western blotting shows HMGB1 is released into the conditioned medium (CM) upon either crocidolite or chrysotile fiber exposure in HM. IC: intracellular HMGB1. M: untreated HM; CROC: crocidolite; CHRY: chrysotile. GAPDH was used as loading control.
Figure 38 Transforming potential of crocidolite and chrysotile fibers in presence of TNF–α. HM were pretreated with 10 ng/ml TNF–α and exposed to crocidolite, chrysotile or vehicle (PBS). (I) HM; (II–IV) HM pretreated with TNF–α and exposed to (II) PBS, (III) crocidolite (IV) chrysotile. After four weeks, tridimensional foci were observed in both crocidolite and chrysotile-exposed HM but not in PBS-treated cells. The numbers of foci were observed by microscopy (magnification 100X) and upon crystal violet staining. Experiments were performed three times. CROC: crocidolite; CHRY: chrysotile; PBS: vehicle. p=0.021

To validate these results, HM were exposed to asbestos fibers in the presence of macrophages in a co-culture system that mimics the process of macrophage recruitment and activation to sites of fiber deposition leading to the secretion of HMGB1, TNF–α and other cytokines, as previously described [292]. After eight weeks in culture, a higher number of tridimensional foci developed in HM exposed to crocidolite than in HM exposed to chrysotile fibers (12±2 vs. 3±1 foci, p=0.008). No foci developed in HM-macrophages co-culture without asbestos exposure (Figure 39).

These data revealed that crocidolite induced a higher number of transformed foci compared to chrysotile, an effect that appears to be mediated by similar cell signaling processes as those with crocidolite exposure.
Figure 39 Transforming potential of crocidolite and chrysotile in co-culture with macrophages. HM were co-cultured with macrophages and exposed to crocidolite, chrysotile and PBS (Vehicle). After 6–8 weeks of culture, tridimensional foci were observed in both crocidolite- and chrysotile-exposed cells but not in PBS-treated cells. (I) HM; (II–IV) HM co-cultured with macrophages and exposed to (II) PBS, (III) crocidolite (IV) chrysotile. After eight weeks in culture the numbers of tridimensional foci formed in HM cultures, under different conditions, were counted. Experiments were performed three times. CROC: crocidolite; CHRY: chrysotile. p=0.008
5.3.4 Genome-wide transcriptional response of HM to chrysotile and crocidolite fibers over time

To gain a more comprehensive understanding of the early events of HM transformation induced by the two different asbestos fibers, we measured the expression levels of over 21,000 genes at two different time points (48 hours and 5 weeks) in the following experimental conditions: HM+vehicle (Vehicle), HM-macrophage co-cultures with (MΦ+Fiber) or without fibers (MΦ), and HM+TNF-α treatment with or without fibers.

The gene expression profiling at the 48 hour time point monitors the early events related to short-term cell exposure to fibers, like cell survival or change of morphology, while the five week time point corresponds to the events that occur following long-term exposure, such as foci formation.

Table 6 A set of 57 coordinately expressed genes shown in the heatmap of Figure 40.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMIGO2</th>
<th>HIVEP2</th>
<th>NFKBIA</th>
<th>SLC25A37</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARFGAP3</td>
<td>IFNGR2</td>
<td>NFKBIZ</td>
<td>SLC7A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5orf62</td>
<td>IL7R</td>
<td>NKX3-1</td>
<td>SMOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCL2</td>
<td>IL8</td>
<td>NR4A2</td>
<td>SNX9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCL20</td>
<td>IRAK2</td>
<td>NRG1</td>
<td>SOD2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF3</td>
<td>ITPRP</td>
<td>PANX1</td>
<td>TMPRSS15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXCL1</td>
<td>KIAA0247</td>
<td>PID1</td>
<td>TNFAIP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXCL2</td>
<td>KRTAP21-2</td>
<td>PIM3</td>
<td>TNFAIP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXCL3</td>
<td>KINU</td>
<td>PPAP2B</td>
<td>TNFAIP6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXCL5</td>
<td>LUZP1</td>
<td>PRRX1</td>
<td>TNFAIP8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXCL6</td>
<td>MAP2K1</td>
<td>PTGS2</td>
<td>TNIP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENND5A</td>
<td>MRGPRX3</td>
<td>RIPK2</td>
<td>TRAF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHD1</td>
<td>NFKB1</td>
<td>RNF19B</td>
<td>UBTD2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G0S2</td>
<td>NFKB2</td>
<td>SLC25A37</td>
<td>UGP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFPT2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A set of 57 coordinately expressed genes shown in the heatmap of Figure 40.
Total RNA was extracted from cells for each condition of interest at each time point and global gene expression was assayed using Affymetrix Human Gene 1.0 ST arrays as described in the Material and Methods section. After data normalization and log2 transformation, 2-way ANOVA, hierarchical cluster analysis and IPA was used to identify a collection of 57 coordinately expressed genes that were: 1) highly variable over the seven experimental conditions of interest; and 2) statistically enriched for biological processes associated with carcinogenesis, inflammatory response, and immune response (Table 6). The heatmap of the 57 genes showed that persistent gene activation over time (i.e. five week time point) was present in TNF-α treated HM independent of fiber exposure (TNF-α, TNF-α+CROC, TNF-α+CHRY) as well as in crocidolite-exposed HM-macrophages co-culture (MΦ+CROC). Instead, in chrysotile-exposed HM-macrophages co-culture (MΦ+CHRY), the activation of those genes was only observed at 48 hours but the expression levels fell to baseline levels at five weeks (Figure 40A).
Figure 40 Gene expression analysis of crocidolite- and chrysotile-exposed HM. A. Clustered heatmap showing the expression pattern for 57 genes that were identified by ANOVA analysis. The rows of the heatmap are hierarchically clustered into groups of genes with similar expression profiles. Clustered heatmap shows activation (red) or inhibition (green) of the 57 genes for HM co-cultured with macrophages and exposed to no fiber (MΦ), crocidolite (MΦ + CROC), or chrysotile (MΦ + CHRY), and HM treated with TNF–α alone (TNF–α) or TNF–α plus crocidolite (TNF–α + CROC) or chrysotile (TNF–α + CHRY) after 48 hours and five weeks. B. Venn diagram shows the number and proportion of different and shared HMGB1 downstream target genes induced by crocidolite and chrysotile exposed HM.
To isolate the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) associated with exposure to specific fibers we performed pair-wise analyses of whole-genome expression data from HM-macrophage samples exposed to either chrysotile (MΦ+CHRY) or crocidolite (MΦ+CROC) at 48 hours and five weeks. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) identified upstream regulatory factors and downstream effects associated with DEGs at 48 hours and five weeks.

Notably, at 48 hours, HMGB1 was a top predicted upstream regulator of DEGs observed for both experimental conditions at 48 hours. We found statistically significant downstream effects on canonical pathways, biological processes and pathways related to cancer, inflammatory response, immunological disease, and IL-17 signaling. The Venn diagram (Figure 40B) and the IPA network (Figure 41) showed that ten DEGs downstream of HMGB1 were shared between the two experimental conditions (MΦ+CROC and MΦ+CHRY). These results indicate that similar inflammatory and immune response pathways were activated 48 hours after exposure to either crocidolite or chrysotile fibers in the co-culture system. However, among the HMGB1 downstream target genes, only crocidolite was able to induce a similar pattern of transcriptional activation at the five week time point (Figure 40B, Figure 41).
Figure 41 Activation network of HMGB1 target genes of HM-macrophage co-cultures with asbestos exposure. Downstream targets of HMGB1 for asbestos-exposed HM-macrophages co-cultures at 48 hours. All downstream targets of HMGB1 were either significantly up-regulated (pink-red) or down-regulated (green) in asbestos fiber-exposed HM compared to Vehicle controls (unexposed HM). MΦ+CROC: macrophage co-cultured HM with crocidolite exposure; MΦ+CHRY: macrophage co-cultured HM with chrysotile exposure. Red arrow: direct activation; orange arrow: finding inconsistent with state of downstream molecule; Red symbols: up-regulation; Green symbols: down-regulation.

These results suggest that 1) crocidolite induces a more persistent transcriptional response over time compared to chrysotile, and 2) HMGB1 and TNF–α appear to play an important role also in chrysotile-mediated cell transformation through the activation of downstream target genes.
5.3.5 Prolonged chrysotile exposure induces sustained HMGB1 serum levels in vivo.

Our microarray data showed that crocidolite induces a more persistent transcriptional response over time, with HMGB1 being the key upstream mediator. To validate these results in vivo, we assayed HMGB1 levels in the serum of BALB/c mice injected I.P. with crocidolite or chrysotile fibers in a high-dose, short-term protocol (two injections of 2.5 mg separated by one week, total 5 mg) or in a low-dose, long-term protocol (ten injections of 0.5 mg every week, total 5 mg). Blood was collected every two weeks and sera were assayed by ELISA for HMGB1 levels. For mice injected according to the high-dose, long-term protocol, HMGB1 serum levels increased constantly over time in mice injected with crocidolite, whereas in mice injected with chrysotile, comparable levels of HMGB1 in the serum remained stable until six weeks after the last injection, which thereafter dropped to levels similar to those of non-injected mice (Figure 42A). In mice injected according to the low-dose, long-term protocol, HMGB1 levels were higher than controls, up to ten weeks regardless of the type of fiber used (Figure 42B).
Figure 42 HMGB1 serum levels persist long-term upon crocidolite, but not chrysotile exposure. HMGB1 protein levels from mice injected according to two protocols: mice were injected two times with high doses (2.5 mg each) for a total of 5 mg crocidolite (CROC-H) or chrysotile (CHRY-H); or ten times with low doses (0.5 mg each) for a total of 5 mg crocidolite (CROC-L) or chrysotile (CHRY-L). A. HMGB1 serum levels from high dose injected mice B. HMGB1 serum levels from low dose injected mice.

In summary, when using a high-dose, short-term exposure protocol, crocidolite induced increased levels of HMGB1 over the course of the experiment, while the HMGB1 increase caused by chrysotile was transient and dropped to background levels within ten weeks from exposure. Instead, prolonged chrysotile exposure (low-dose, long-term protocol) induced the same sustained HMGB1 serum levels observed for crocidolite with both protocols.
5.3.6 Asbestos fibers suppress E–cadherin expression and modulate β–catenin signaling.

Our microarray data also showed that E–cadherin, a key mediator of β–catenin signaling and EMT, was among the most down-regulated genes in our experimental conditions (data not shown). This evidence matches our initial observation that asbestos fibers caused morphological changes, possibly consistent with the induction of EMT (Figure 35A, B). Based on these data, we further investigated the association between asbestos fibers, E–cadherin expression and β–catenin signaling.

Figure 43 Chrysotile induces more E–cadherin down-regulation and β–catenin Y142 phosphorylation compared to crocidolite. A. Representative Western blotting shows E–cadherin expression in HM exposed to crocidolite (C), chrysotile (Y) or no fiber (M, mock), in the presence of PBS (vehicle), TNF–α or TNF–α neutralizing antibodies (anti-TNF–α). The relative expression of E–cadherin and GAPDH is shown by densitometry (ImageJ). B. Representative Western blotting of HM whole cell lysates shows expression of phospho-Y142 β–catenin under different conditions (M: mock, no fiber; C: crocidolite; Y: chrysotile).
As expected, we detected a dramatic reduction in E–cadherin levels when HM were exposed to either crocidolite or chrysotile (Figure 43). We have previously shown that TNF–α is secreted by HM exposed to both chrysotile and crocidolite and that TNF–α secretion is related to cell survival and transformation (Figure 36 and Figure 38). Therefore, we tested whether TNF–α, either secreted upon fiber exposure or exogenous, modulated E–cadherin expression and EMT in HM. HM were pretreated with TNF–α or with TNF–α neutralizing antibodies for 24 hours, then exposed to crocidolite or chrysotile fibers or to PBS (vehicle) for another 48 hours. Both fibers induced E–cadherin down-regulation; however chrysotile induced a significantly sharper reduction compared to crocidolite. Moreover, the treatment with exogenous TNF–α further induced E–cadherin down-regulation. TNF–α neutralizing antibodies impaired E–cadherin down-regulation (Figure 43A). Taken together, these results suggest that TNF–α signaling is directly related to the changes in E–cadherin and to EMT in HM exposed to asbestos.

![Western blotting](Image)

**Figure 44** Representative Western blotting of β–catenin in nuclear and cytoplasmic extracts in different HM lines under different conditions (M: mock, no fiber; increasing doses of crocidolite (CROC) or chrysotile (CHRY)). GAPDH was used as a loading marker for whole cell lysates or for cytoplasmic fractions. Histone 1 was used as loading markers for the nuclear fractions.

Phosphorylation of tyrosine 142 (Y142) of β–catenin is known to be a key event in disassembling the multi-protein complex that includes E–cadherin and results in the loss of adherent junctions [285]. Therefore, we investigated β–catenin tyrosine phosphorylation (p–Y142) in HM exposed either to crocidolite or to chrysotile, for 16 and 24 hours. Y142 phosphorylated β–catenin substantially increased in cells exposed for 24 hours to both types of fibers, as compared to the control (Figure 43B). We then investigated the distribution of β–catenin in HM exposed to crocidolite or chrysotile. In vehicle-exposed HM, β–catenin was prevalently localized in the cytoplasm. As
expected, HM exposed to either crocidolite or chrysotile led to a marked increase of β–catenin in the nuclear fraction, which was more evident in chrysotile-exposed cells (Figure 44). These results were validated by immunofluorescence. Both cytoplasmic and nuclear staining for β–catenin were observed in HM exposed to either crocidolite or chrysotile fibers; only cytoplasmic localization was evident in vehicle-exposed cells (Figure 45).

Figure 45 Immunofluorescence staining shows β–catenin (Texas red) distribution in HM exposed to crocidolite (CROC) or chrysotile (CHRY). DAPI (blue) and Phalloidin (green) were used as reference markers to label HM nuclei and F–Actin, respectively. 400X magnification.
A further increase in the amount of nuclear β–catenin, paralleled by a decrease in cytoplasmic β–catenin, occurred when HM exposed to crocidolite or chrysotile, were treated with TNF–α. A marked decrease in nuclear β–catenin was observed instead when HM were exposed to either crocidolite or chrysotile fibers, in the presence of anti-TNF–α (Figure 46). Also, downstream targets of β–catenin, e.g. COX2 and MMP7, seemed to be transcriptionally induced (data not shown).

![Western blotting of nuclear and cytoplasmic β–catenin in HM exposed to crocidolite (C), chrysotile (Y) or no fiber (M, mock), in the presence of PBS (vehicle), TNF–α or TNF–α neutralizing antibodies (anti-TNF–α). GAPDH was used as loading marker for whole cell lysates or for cytoplasmic fractions. Histone 1 was used as a loading marker for the nuclear fractions.](image)

Together, these data indicate that asbestos causes 1) the phosphorylation of β–catenin at Y142, which results in its release from the adherent junctions and subsequent accumulation and nuclear translocation, and 2) E–cadherin down-regulation and possible EMT.

In summary, our results show that chrysotile has the capacity to induce in vitro and in vivo molecular changes similar to those of crocidolite. We characterized HMGB1 and TNF–α as key regulators of these processes, and our data suggest that β–catenin/E–cadherin signaling may play a role in the early cellular events after asbestos exposure, leading to oncogenic transformation. Crocidolite effects, however, last over the course of several weeks and probably longer while chrysotile signaling lasts only for a short period of time unless exposure is continuous.
5.4 Discussion

Chrysotile accounts for 90% or more of all asbestos fibers used commercially worldwide. Although its use is banned in the Western world, it is still widely mined and exported to developing countries [20,294], under the assumption that its carcinogenicity is not conclusively proved. Some argue that since the majority of asbestos exposure comes from chrysotile, even if chrysotile were to be significantly less carcinogenic than crocidolite, it would still account for a large percent of MM [295]. On the other hand, others argue that blaming chrysotile for asbestos carcinogenesis because of a “quantity issue” is not supported by epidemiological and biological data [18]. The issue is complicated by many billions of dollars in litigation and chrysotile exports that might be influenced by research linking or not linking chrysotile to cancer [2,19,296].

A Chinese research team has recently provided some preliminary epidemiological data suggesting the role of chrysotile in MM pathogenesis [297], [298]. Recent in vivo experiments proposed that chrysotile carcinogenesis could be linked to an iron-overloaded condition [299].

Our results show that compared to crocidolite, chrysotile causes more mesothelial cell death and increased release of HMGB1 and TNF–α. We observed that crocidolite exhibited higher transforming potential than chrysotile, measured by the number of HM tridimensional foci that were induced by these fibers. A possible explanation is that chrysotile is more cytotoxic than crocidolite and chrysotile exposure results in a lower number of surviving HM, which may account for the lower number of foci observed in chrysotile-exposed cells at the same culture term.

When HM were exposed to asbestos fibers in our HM-macrophage co-culture system (in which macrophages are also exposed to asbestos and thus release HMGB1) or in presence of exogenous TNF–α (to mimic its release), we observed the activation of upstream regulatory elements associated with MM, including HMGB1. A significant number of genes differentially expressed in HM exposed to asbestos for 48 hours were predicted to be downstream targets of HMGB1. However, persistent transcriptional activation of HMGB1 after five weeks was observed only in HM-macrophage co-cultures exposed to crocidolite and in HM treated with exogenous TNF–α regardless of fiber presence. The observation that TNF–α is able to induce persistent transcriptional activation validates the crucial role of TNF–α in promoting mesothelial cell survival, as previously reported for crocidolite [100]. A possible explanation for the absence of HMGB1 signaling in HM co-cultured with macrophages and exposed to chrysotile is that chrysotile forms silky fibril bundles – different from crocidolite needle-shaped fibers – that are more easily washed out during cell culture procedures, resulting in a loss of physical persistence and biological signaling over time. Also, in vivo crocidolite fibers persist at sites of deposition, with the fiber concentration increasing with prolonged exposure [18], whereas chrysotile fibers are usually rapidly cleared from the lung [18]. Therefore, we further tested the hypothesis in vivo that bio-persistence of chrysotile fibers is a crucial event to have
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sustained HMGB1 signaling. We compared HMGB1 serum levels with both short-term and long-term injection protocols and found that increasing the bio-persistence of chrysotile fibers through repeated injections resulted in HMGB1 secretion to the same extent as that of crocidolite.

Finally, we found that cells surviving either type of asbestos exposure developed a spindle-like morphology, suggestive of EMT. Chrysotile was in fact a stronger inducer of E-cadherin reduction compared to crocidolite. We conclude that these morphological changes were associated with E-cadherin down-regulation, which was further promoted by exogenous TNF–α. One of the hallmarks of EMT is E-cadherin down-regulation at the gene expression level [281], a marker found in our microarray gene expression profiling, supporting the occurrence of EMT in HM exposed to asbestos. Chrysotile/crocidolite-induced E-cadherin down-regulation (possibly at both transcriptional and post-translational levels) was also associated with β-catenin phosphorylation, nuclear translocation and transcriptional activity.

In summary, our results show that chrysotile has the capacity to induce molecular changes in HM associated with MM development that are similar to those induced by crocidolite, but these changes are short lived. HMGB1 and TNF–α proved to be key mediators of these processes, as they are for crocidolite. Moreover, E-cadherin down-regulation and β-catenin signaling pathways were induced by chrysotile and crocidolite and enhanced by TNF–α.

While our results do not address the overall issue of chrysotile carcinogenesis in humans, they highlight for the first time similarities and differences between crocidolite and chrysotile in inducing HM transformation in vitro. Sporadic exposure to crocidolite was sufficient to induce some of the molecular changes associated with HM transformation, like HMGB1 secretion. Similar sporadic doses of chrysotile were unable to induce such effects. Instead, repeated exposure to chrysotile and crocidolite lead to similar molecular changes and similar amount of HMGB1 secretion. Our results underscore the importance of chrysotile bio-persistence in inducing sustained HMGB1 levels and support the hypothesis that only continuous exposure to chrysotile is able to maintain those processes that, over a prolonged time span, might lead to MM.
CHAPTER 6

Chrysotile and SV40 are potential cocarcinogens in HM

6.1 Introduction

Only about 5% of subjects exposed to high levels of asbestos develop MM. Undoubtedly, additional factors such as SV40 virus and genetic predisposition may render individuals more sensitive to asbestos carcinogenicity [267,300]. SV40 involvement as a co-factor was still a highly debated issue until six years ago.

SV40 is a monkey DNA virus encoding two transforming proteins: the large tumor antigen (Tag) and the small tumor antigen (tag), and five capsid proteins (VP1–4 and agnoprotein). Expression of Tag in the absence of cell lysis leads to cellular transformation through several mechanisms, including Tag-p53 complex-mediated cellular signal deregulation and the direct mutagenic effect of Tag. SV40 tag enhances Tag functions through the inhibiting protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) and contributing to cell transformation [25]. Laboratory-created SV40 mutant dl883 was derived from wt830 and has a 57 bp deletion that spans the tag donor splice site, which consequently decreases the expression of tag [301]. SV40 dl883 is able to transform mouse cells but does not cause MM when injected into hamsters [22],[302].

Our group published that crocidolite and SV40 are cocarcinogens in both HM and hamsters. The exact molecular mechanism is not clear. However, the combination of asbestos and SV40 further stimulate ERK1/2 phosphorylation and AP-1 activity in both primary Syrian hamster mesothelial cells and HM, which in turn activates the expression and activation of matrix metalloproteases (MMP)-1 and MMP-9, and eventually leads to cell invasion [23]. Soon after this discovery, the MexTAg mouse model was created, which expresses SV40 Tag under the control of mesothelin promoter.

MexTAg mice show a low level of spontaneous tumor development. A single copy of Tag is sufficient to immortalize but cannot completely transform mesothelial cells in vitro, whereas multiple copies of Tag do. Mice with high copy numbers of SV40 Tag developed mesothelioma more rapidly when exposed to asbestos, and these tumors were more invasive when compared to those developing in wild-type and single-copy mice. This is the first in vivo evidence proving cocarcinogenicity between SV40 and asbestos [157].

SV40 oncoproteins have been shown to sensitize mesothelial cells to DNA damage induced by asbestos or chemotherapeutic agents. SV40 Tag-expressing murine mesothelial cells exhibit enhanced spontaneous and asbestos-induced double-strand breaks and potentiated micronucleus formation. This may be partially associated with the formation of Tag and p53 complex impairing stress-induced senescence, therefore mesothelial cells carrying DNA damage have higher chances of survival and proliferation [303].

The calcium-binding protein calretinin has been used as a marker for the identification of MM...
but its role in tumor development has not been fully elucidated. The expression of SV40 Tag induces the expression of calretinin, and correlates with increased resistance to asbestos cytotoxicity through PI3K/AKT signaling (survival) pathway. Up-regulation of calretinin by SV40 Tag in mesothelial cells may lead to a reduced susceptibility to asbestos-induced cytotoxicity, which in turn favors mesothelioma carcinogenesis [103].

6.2 Material and Methods

6.2.1 Virus procedures

776 and dl883 SV40 strains were used here. Strain dl883 was derived from the wt830 and does not express tag. Viruses were propagated in CV-1 cells, purified by ultracentrifugation on a sucrose layer and resuspended in DMEM. Virus titer was determined on CV-1 cells, by using Tag immunohistochemistry [229]. Virus infection was carried out for three hours with occasional shaking and cells were grown in DMEM with 10% FBS. Passage numbers are counted from the appearance of “flat foci.” SV40 infected cells were split every three days.

6.3 Cell Lines and Culturing Conditions.

Normal, primary human mesothelial cells (HM) were obtained from pleural fluid of patients diagnosed with congestive heart failure or other non-malignant conditions. HM were established in cell culture and characterized by cell morphology and by positive immunostaining for cytokeratin, HBME−1, and calretinin, and negative staining for LeuM1, BerEp4, B72.3, and carcinoembryonic antigen [21]. HM were grown in tissue culture in DMEM containing 20% FBS.

6.3.1 Fiber preparation.

Chrysotile and crocidolite fibers were obtained from Union Internationale Contre le Cancer (UICC) and processed as described [100]. Briefly, fibers were baked at 150°C for 18 hours, suspended in PBS at 4 mg/ml, triturated ten times through a 22-gauge needle, and autoclaved. Crocidolite fibers from UICC were already characterized in a previous publication [290]. Chrysotile "B" Canadian consists of a mixture of fibers from the manufacturing firms Bells, Carey, Cassair, Flintkote, Johns-Manville, Lake, Normandie and National, and predominantly made up of hydrous silicates of magnesia. For cell culture experiments we applied 5 μg / cm² for each of the asbestos fibers unless otherwise specified. Cells were cultured in the presence of fibers for different durations depending on the type of assay performed.
6.4 Results

6.4.1 Chrysotile and SV40 are potential cocarcinogens

In this chapter we studied the transforming potential of chrysotile fiber and showed that chrysotile and crocidolite share similar transforming mechanisms in HM. Since it has been shown that crocidolite and SV40 are cocarcinogens, we hypothesized that chrysotile and SV40 are potential cocarcinogens. Therefore, we performed a similar viral infection protocol in the presence of either crocidolite or chrysotile, to test for cocarcinogenesis. In controls, HM were infected with SV40 dl883 alone or exposed to crocidolite or chrysotile at 5 mg/cm². As expected, after 20 days in culture, HM themselves or HM infected with SV40 dl883 alone did not form any foci; HM exposed to crocidolite and chrysotile died within two weeks. In HM infected with dl883 and exposed to crocidolite, we observed little cell death during culture, and cells formed 66±13 "flat foci". About 50% of the cells died in first five days of culture in HM co-treated with dl883 and chrysotile, and these cells eventually formed 24±6 "flat foci" (p=0.0066).

Figure 47 Number of foci formed in HM treated with SV40 dl883 and asbestos. CROC: HM infected with dl883 then exposed with crocidolite; CHRY: HM infected with dl883 then exposed with crocidolite.
6.5 Ongoing Experiments and Future Research

6.5.1 Investigation of the full oncogenicity of the flat foci formed by chrysotile and SV40

Experimental design:

Soft agar: “Flat foci” were isolated and propagated to establish cell lines. “Flat foci” cultures were seeded after 3-4 passages on soft agar up to four weeks, then the number of colonies was counted as described in Chapter 3 Materials and Methods. Colony formation in soft agar is regarded as a measure of in vitro malignant transformation, thus we expect to see colony formation in cell lines established by chrysotile and SV40 co-treated HM.

6.5.2 Possible molecular mechanisms involved in cocarcinogenetic process

SV40 itself is sufficient to induce HM transformation. SV40 Tag and crocidolite can induce transformation in both HM and hamsters, which suggest crocidolite can make up for a lack of SV40 tag. Therefore we hypothesize that crocidolite is able to induce the same molecular pathway as SV40 tag. In the last chapter we showed that β-catenin signaling is critical for chrysotile-induced HM transformation. Moreover, it has been suggested that SV40 tag is able to activate β-catenin signaling. Therefore we chose the β-catenin signaling pathway to start our research. We will use cardamonin, a β-catenin inhibitor, to promote degradation of intracellular β-catenin and then treat HM with both SV40 dl883 and asbestos to observe foci formation.
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